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Portuguese president to
the rescue
Portuguese president, Marcelo Rebelo de Sousa, helped to recue two
women after their kayak capsized off the beach of Alvor, while in the
region to promote the Algarve as a tourist destination.

T

he president has
recently been very
visible in the Algarve,
visiting local councils,
attending meetings and also
enjoying holiday time across the
region and had been being
interviewed by reporters before
the incident took place.
According to reports, the 71 year
old swam to aid the two women
after they had been swept by
currents from a neighbouring
bay.
Video of the rescue filmed by SIC
showed the president swimming
out to where another man was
already trying to aid the women
before a lifeguard on a jet ski
then came to help tow the kayak
back to shore and safety.
Once back on dry land the
president told reporters: “The
young women came from
another beach and were
dragged by strong currents. They
had swallowed a lot of water and
were unable to turn or climb into
the kayak due to the strength of
the current. Fortunately there
was help on hand from another
“patriot” and we both managed to
help the young women”.
The dramatic rescue was
picked up by media across the
world, including on the BBC and
Evening Standard in the UK,
TV9 in the USA and RTE in
Ireland.
The president has already been
receiving high praise for his
efforts to promote the Algarve
and be accessible to those in

the region during a time when
tourism has been adversely
affected by Covid-19.
Earlier in the week the president
had told reporters that he believes
that tourism levels in the Algarve
are improving, with occupancy
levels up to 70 percent in some
hotels and reiterated his
questioning of the British
government regarding the
continuation of quarantine
conditions for travellers returning
from Portugal to the UK.
“Considering the current
situation, which has improved
even more than a week or two or
three ago, nobody understands
why the British air corridor has
not been opened. I mean, if it
doesn’t open now, when will it
open?” questioned Marcelo
Rebelo de Sousa, speaking to
journalists at the beach in Alvor,
where he was begining a six day
holiday and before the sea
rescue.
The head of state said that it is not
possible to be “waiting for zero
cases”, because “no country will
have zero cases” and what “we
are seeing in Europe is an
opposite evolution” to what we
are experiencing “at this moment
of stabilisation in Portugal”.
For Marcelo Rebelo de Sousa,
the epidemiological situation in
Portugal should allow the
opening of the air corridor
between the United Kingdom
and Portugal, exempting
travellers arriving in British
territory from a 14 day quarantine

period due to the Covid-19
pandemic.
“The essential question is the
preparation of the National
Health Service (SNS), which until
now has been able to respond to
the needs of the people during
the pandemic. For this reason, I
look more at the number of
hospitalised and intensive care
patients than at those infected,
especially asymptomatic ones”,
he added.
The President of the Republic
said that “no one can stop” the
appearance of “occasional
outbreaks, such as those in
nursing homes” and recalled that
whenever “there is more
circulation, the risk is greater”,
but he considered that globally
the country and the Algarve, in
particular, “have been improving”
when it came to tourism
numbers.
“I went for a walk, in the late
afternoon and early evening,
here in Portimão and Alvor, and
there is a very big difference in
relation to what I saw two or three
months ago. There are hotels
that are at 70 percent, which is
good, there are others below, but
it is rising”, he guaranteed.
The Portuguese head of state
considered that “this year will be
far from normal, which is the end
of August being better than the
beginning of August, which never
happens, and the beginning of
September better than it usually
is”, because people “are
postponing their holidays and

SIC filmed the president as he helped in t
(Image captured from video footage).

are arriving later” to the region.
Asked whether or not a second
wave of Covid-19 cases existed,
Marcelo Rebelo de Sousa
replied: “What is called a second
wave is the same wave, with ups
and downs, and at this moment
with a high”, as happens with
other countries in Europe, who
“were down” and “are now
experiencing a high”.
Germany, where “classes start
earlier than in Portugal”, has
already registered an increase
and “greater mobility of people”
favours the appearance of
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EasyJet flight was one second from crashing
at Lisbon airport
An easyJet flight carrying 167 passengers from Portugal to
Manchester was allegedly one second away from disaster after the
pilots misjudged the runway’s length by more than a kilometre.
The Airbus A320 reportedly took off from Lisbon Airport with just
110m of tarmac remaining and in another 1.3 seconds the aircraft
would have reached the end of the runway. It was not the first time
this has happened at the airport, with two similar incidents within
two weeks of each other in April and May 2019.

Beer production up in Portugal
Beer production increased in 2019 to 739 million litres; 15
million more litres than the previous year, according to recent data
from Eurostat. Of the total produced, 548 million litres were for
domestic consumption, with the rest being exported, the
Cervejeiros de Portugal beer association said (APCV). According to
data from the association, last year, 53 litres of beer was
consumed per capita consumption, making Portugal the 24th
European country in beer consumption per capita. The association
says this highlights the “moderate and responsible way in which
Portuguese people appreciate beer”

Lisbon under stricter COVID curbs until
end-August

he rescue of two women off the beach of Alvor who had got into difficulties after their kayak capsized.

outbreaks, exemplified, arguing,
however, that “until a vaccine is
found” people have to “be used to
the idea of living” with the virus.
“Economies, like Germany and
other more advanced ones, are
trying to live with these [outbreak]
phenomena and find measures
such as masking more
intensively, but not to stop
economic activity”, he signalled,
adding that “it is not possible to
make a new integral
containment ”, because if the
activity stops again, a “vicious
cycle for economies” will begin.

The Portuguese capital and its surrounds will remain under
tougher anti-coronavirus restrictions than the rest of the country
until at least the end of August. Greater Lisbon will stay under the
so-called state of contingency, meaning most commercial spaces,
excluding restaurants, must shut by 8 p.m. There is also a 10person limit for gatherings, compared to 20 across the rest of the
nation.

WEATHER

Temperatures on the rise in Portugal
Lisbon: Cloud cover is
expected to lessen on Saturday in
the capital and clear completely
by Sunday, allowing
temperatures to rise to daily highs
of 29 degrees and nightly lows of
18 degrees. For the remainder of
the week the weather is to remain
the same with blue skies and high
temperatures.

The centre: Saturday will see
the clouds clear and temperatures
rise again and by Sunday average
daily highs will be back up to 34
degrees with lows of 17 degrees.
From Tuesday the thermometers
will be rising again to highs of 35
degrees and nightly lows of 19
degrees for the remainder of the
week.

The unseasonable cooler weather of the past
week is set to change over the weekend with
clouds clearing and temperatures rising.

The north: Rain clouds are to
clear by the weekend in the north
leaving intermittent cloud cover
over the weekend. From Sunday
the temperatures are to rise
again to average daily highs of 27
degrees and nightly lows of 15
degrees. From Monday blue
skies are expected for the
remainder of the week.

The south: It will be very hot
over the weekend in the south
with temperatures peaking at 35
degrees during the day and only
dropping to lows of 21 degrees in
the evening. From Monday it will
be feeling slightly cooler but the
thermometer will rise again from
Thursday back up to highs of 33
degrees.
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Improved water quality at
most beaches
The environmental association ZERO points to an improvement in the
water quality of beaches in Portugal compared to 2019, despite
25 bathing areas having issues this year.

T

While many beaches have been awarded Blue Flag status in Portugal a
number of beaches continue to have issues with water quality.

he advising or
prohibition of bathing,
even for a short period,
affected 25 beaches (of
the 620 existing), 12 less than in
the same period last year. On 22
beaches, this was due to analysis
that showed that limits had
exceeded the technically set
levels for the two microbiological
parameters that are evaluated
(intestinal Escherichia coli and
Enterococcus).
The association also indicates
an increase from 7 to 15 in
bathing water prohibited by the
regional health delegates, and in
11 cases this was due to water
quality problems.
Of the total of 15 beaches so far
banned - eight inland and seven
coastal - the causes are “probably
due to poor water quality,
although there is no justification in
the information provided by the
Portuguese Environment Agency
(APA), as was the case of the
presence of Salmonella at Praia
de Pego Fundo, in Alcoutim ”,
reads the statement.

Algarve orange groves under threat
“If something is not done
urgently, it will be too late”,
warned agronomist Bertina
Alexandra, from AlgarOrange,
the Citrus Operators Association,
in a sector that according to data
from the Algarve Regional
Directorate for Agriculture
(DRAP), in 2019 produced
356,000 tonnes, which translates
to around €145 million.
For the association, the
“constant threat of lack of water”
is one of the biggest concerns of
producers, to which are added
two pests: the fruit fly,
“responsible for huge losses”
and “greening”, a disease that
“was not yet detected in
European territory”, but that “may
mean the ruin of the entire citrus
industry”.
Regarding the water problem,
the expert warned that “if it
doesn’t rain by the end of the
year” the reservoirs of the dams
will “last very little time” and that
in case of severe shortages
“people have priority”.
As a solution, the association
proposes pumping water from
the Guadiana to the Sotavento
dams, a project that “can be done
in a short time”, compared to the
“five, six years” of building a dam
and that “may be too little too late,
taking into account the current
drought situation”.

As for diseases, Bertina
Alexandra considered “the
georeferencing of the different
citrus groves” essential, so that
their location is known and that
“global monitoring, as in Spain”
can be done, with information
“circulating freely”.
“When a farmer detects a pest,
the rest know that the critical level
has been reached and that they
have to undergo treatment”, she
exemplified.
The agronomist revealed that
“a strategic plan to fight the fly
and the registration of citrus
groves has already been
proposed”, but “there is no
political will” and that work
continues “with 15 years of
delays compared to what has
already been achieved in
Spain”.
“The problem has nothing to
do with DRAP-Algarve, whose
regional director has done what
he can, there is no political will
from above,” she said.
As for ‘greening’, Bertina
Alexandra considered the
release of auxiliary insects that
“prevent the appearance” of
insects that transmit the disease
essential, but complained that
“the Institute for the Conservation
of Nature and Forests (ICNF) did
not authorise more projects”,
action that “could prevent the

The exception was four cases in
which the reasons were linked to
the presence of jellyfish on the
beaches of Carcavelos and São
Pedro do Estoril, in Cascais, or
Magoito, in Sintra; and the
presence of whales at Praia
Formosa in Santa Cruz, Torres
Vedras, adds ZERO.
ZERO identified the case of Ilhéu
de Vila Franca do Campo as the
worst contamination situation, for
whose contamination several
possible explanations have been
presented, such as the presence
of seagulls, contamination from
streams or eventual improper
functioning of an outflow pipe.
Tábua beach, in the municipality
of Ribeira Brava, on Madeira
Island, is the second most
serious situation, with four
analyses above the
recommended values.
ZERO also mentions cases
“such as Praia de Burgães - Rio
Caima, which has been banned
for two periods, where, although
no published analyses are
showing microbiological

contamination, the presence of
nearby discharges and water
pollution was notorious”.
The association also highlighted
that between the border with
Spain and the estuary in Lisbon,
the Tagus River does not have
sufficient water quality to have a
single bathing area.
Environmentalists consider that
this data deserve reflection,
especially to prevent a
recurrence of this situation.
“There were many beaches
banned by the regional health
delegates in the interior, places
more susceptible to discharges
or lack of wastewater treatment,
which require adequate control
measures”, warns the
association.
ZERO also stressed that “many of
the bathing areas that have been
given a piece of advice or ban
during the current bathing
season are rated ‘Excellent’”, so
it may be concluded that these
are “sporadic episodes”, but “that
they must have their causes
properly verified.”

Orange growers in the Algarve are complaining about the Government’s lack
of political will to fight threats that “can destroy the sector” in the region.

A “lack of political will” is cited as a reason why issues threatening the production of citrus in the Algarve
have not been addressed.

disease from reaching the
Algarve”.
Speaking to Lusa, the regional
director of agriculture in the
Algarve revealed that the
programme for biological control
against ‘Trioza erytreae’, a
transmitter of ‘greening’, has
already been authorised by the

ICNF in four places ”where the
insect has already been
detected, to serve as a “buffer” for
a possible advance of the
disease to the Algarve.
As for the grove registration
plan, Pedro Valadas Monteiro
said that DRAP-Algarve
“prepared an integrated plan of

action” whose application, worth
“one million Euros”, will be
submitted to the Environmental
Fund of the Ministry of
Environment and Action Climate,
but “there are a set of initiatives”
that could progress in parallel,
namely the “register and
mapping of groves”.
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Digital proof of UK residency will be problematic
The British government is confident that the fully digital permanent residence system for post-Brexit Europeans is simple
and secure, but an organisation that helps Portuguese people in London says the lack of physical proof is problematic.

“There are a
large
proportion
of people
who do not
have digital
knowledge
to go to the
Internet and
see the
status,”
according to
to the Latin
American
Project for
People with
Disabilities
(LADPP).

D

uring a visit on 18
August to the
Latin American
Project for People
with Disabilities (LADPP),
which offers support to
Portuguese and Spanish
speakers, the Secretary of
State for Immigration and
Future Borders, Kevin
Foster, defended the digital
certificate that proves the
Europeans’ residence
status in the United
Kingdom.

“The advantage of digital
status is that it is safe, it is
maintained by the Ministry of
the Interior on a permanent
basis, it cannot be lost,
falsified or stolen, and it
gives people guarantees in
the future that the status is
there. Yes, [people] have to
update it when they renew
passports, but it is
maintained by the Ministry of
the Interior forever, and they
can have access when they
need it and it can be shared

with people who need it
when they need it. It is a
simple process,” he told
Lusa news agency.
The British Government
created the European
Union Citizen Registration
System (‘EU Settlement
Scheme’) following the
departure of the country
from the European Union
(EU) and the process is
entirely digital, including the
use of mobile phone
applications to verify data

passport biometrics and
articulation with the British
tax database to confirm the
right of residence.
Foster argues that people
are increasingly used to
consulting and using
services on the Internet,
such as banking
applications on their mobile
phones, and that a digital
certificate is more secure
than a physical document
because it can be accessed
from anywhere.
But Rachel Hobbs, who
provides support in the nongovernmental organisation
(NGO) to Europeans who
want to obtain permanent
residence status in the UK,
told Lusa that the lack of
physical evidence worries
people.
“It is very simple to apply
and most are processed
quickly. The most
problematic issue is what
comes next. Many people
are used to having a stamp
in their passport, or a card,
and saying that there is no
card or physical evidence it
is quite worrying for many
people,” she said.

In her opinion, even after
obtaining the residence
status, many people will
continue to depend on the
help of third parties,
including community
organisations, because the
certificate will be necessary
to gain access to the labour
market, public services or
social supports and obtain
contracts, as well as
accommodation.
“There are a large
proportion of people who do
not have digital knowledge
to go to the Internet and see
the status,” guarantees
Hobbs, who estimated that
LADPP has already served
around 300 Portuguese
citizens with this.
European citizens,
including Portuguese, have
until 30 June, 2021 to apply
for mandatory post-Brexit
UK resident status, which
has already been awarded
to some 3.6 million people.
By the end of July, the British
Interior Ministry had
received 3.81 million
applications, of which 3.6
million had been
processed, but close to

76,000 were refused or
invalidated.
Portugal, with 280,800
applications made until the
end of May, is the country
with the fourth largest
number, behind Poland,
Romania and Italy.
In addition to the LADPP,
the British Government
financed 56 more
community NGOs that
support people who may
have difficulties with the
English language and
published information in 26
different languages.
The UK’s withdrawal from
the EU implies an end to
freedom of movement for
Europeans in the country,
and British citizens in the
EU’s 27 member states, at
the end of 2020, when the
transition period ends later
this year.
On 1 January, a new
immigration system in the
UK is scheduled to come
into force, which will
impose criteria such as
professional or academic
qualifications and a
minimum wage of £25,600
(€30,800).
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Parents still in the dark about back to school
Parents and guardians have been left with a lack of concrete information on how the next school year will work, highlighting
that this “is not an exclusive problem for schools, but also for families”.

L

ess than a month
before the
beginning of
classes, which are
due to start between 14 and
17 September, families still
do not know what their
children’s student life will be
like.
“We know there will be a
return to face-to-face
education, which we

welcome, but we do not
know how the measures will
be implemented, and we
need to organise our lives
and ensure that we manage
to reconcile family life with
our professional lives”,
warned Jorge Ascenção,
president of the National
Federation Association of
Parents (Confap).
According to Lusa news

agency, School
administrations have some
autonomy in implementing
measures they consider to
be the best for their school
community.
There are schools that will
extend opening hours,
others are designing
schedules to concentrate
classes in morning or
afternoon shifts and there

Few schools
have already
communicated
to the
families what
measures
they are
going to
adopt when
classes
resume in
September.

are also solutions that
reduce interval times,
according to information
advanced to Lusa by
representatives of school
principals.
However, there will be few
schools that have already
communicated to the
families what measures
they are going to adopt, so
the students still do not know
if they will have to enter the
school earlier or if they will
have all free afternoons, said
the president of Confap.
“There is still not much
information and it is

important that families are
involved in this process,
because this is not an
exclusive problem for
schools. These are
measures that should be
known to families so that they
can organise themselves
accordingly,” he said.
In the case of schools that
opt for double schedules,
“what will be the solution
found for students who are
not taking classes?” said
Jorge Ascenção.
“We realise the complexity
of preparing this school
year, but it must be done in

partnership with families. It
is important that there is
clearer and more precise
communication”, he
defended, regretting that the
information is coming “little
by little ”.
According to Jorge
Ascenção, families fear
possible contagions on their
return to school, but there is
a general perception that a
new lockdown would have
serious consequences for
the psychological,
emotional and physical
health of children, as well as
social and family issues.

Magic comes to the streets of Lisbon
The 8th edition of “Lisbon International Street Magic Festival” will be
taking place within the scope of the “Lisbon on the Street” festival
launched by EGEAC, from 25 to 30 August.
The edition, under the artistic direction
of Luís de Matos, will have a programme
adapted to the current Covid-19
pandemic. “The programme and the
locations were adapted to comply with all
safety rules determined by DGS”,said the
organisers.
This edition will see 15 artists from
seven different countries. There will be
150 shows spread over seven locations in
the city: Praça do Município, at Biblioteca
dos Olivais, at Jardim da Galeria
Quadrum, at Jardim do Palácio Galveias,
at Jardim do Palácio Pimenta, at

Marioneta Museum and Baldaya Palace.
The access is free; however, a previous
booking must be made at Ticketline.pt
The number of people will be controlled
by establishing the number of people that
can attend the place. Alcohol disinfectant
gel dispensers will be available, as well as
masks if some visitors forget to bring their
own. “Round carpets with a diameter of 1
metre will be placed, spaced 1,5 metres
apart” to guarantee social distancing. The
round carpets must be occupied by one
person or shared by members of the same
household.

Portuguese troops deliver testing kits
to Afghani base
The Portuguese Army, integrated into the NATO “Resolute Support”
mission in Afghanistan, delivered 200 kits for testing Covid-19 to the
military base hospital at Hamid International Airport Karzai in Kabul.
In a statement, the Army
explains that the delivery of
this material, donated by
the force, allows the
strengthening of the
capacity to collect and test
for SARS CoV-2 at the
military base, contributing
to the effort to combat and

track Covid-19.
At the military base of the
airport, there are about
4,000 people, from 52
nations, both military
personnel and civilians.
The 5th National Support
Detachment of the Portuguese Army, which made

the delivery, has the mission
of providing logistical administrative support to all
Portuguese military personnel present in Afghanistan
and consists of a team of a
doctor and a nurse, who
provide health care to the
Portuguese military.
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Portuguese and Galicians walking together
against lithium mining
The civic movement SOS Serra d’Arga, in Viana do Castelo, and several cultural and environmental associations in Galicia
are due to participate on 22 August in a walk to challenge the possible exploitation of lithium in the area.

S

Local residents are widely against the mining of lithium in the local area

peaking to the Lusa
agency, Ludovina Sousa,
representing the SOS
Serra d ‘Arga Movement,
said that this was the “first joint
initiative with Galician
associations and collectives
aimed at making the territory and
natural and built heritage known
that could be affected by a mining
operation”.
The official added that the action
also aims to “make a
photographic survey of the region
to later disseminate this material
in information sessions with the
populations of the parishes and
municipalities that make up the
Serra d’Arga”.
The Serra d’Arga covers an area
of 10,000 hectares, in the
municipalities of Caminha, Vila
Nova de Cerveira, Paredes de
Coura, Viana do Castelo and
Ponte de Lima, of which 4,280
hectares are classified as a Site
of Community Importance.
Those five municipalities have an
ongoing project “From Serra
d’Arga to Foz do Âncora”, led by
the Alto Minho Intermunicipal
Community (CIM), which aims to
classify Serra d’Arga as a
Protected Landscape Area of
Municipal Interest.
According to Ludovina Sousa,
the walk scheduled for Saturday,
22 August will include the

participation of cultural and
environmental associations from
La Guardia, Rosal, Baiona and
Gondomar, near Tui, in Galicia.
The Galician presence in the
action in Alto Minho follows the
participation of the SOS Serra
d’Arga movement in a debate,
last week, in Galicia, with the title
“Minas de Lítio on the edge of the
Miño - The Serra d ‘Arga in
danger” .
“The elements of the SOS Serra
d’Arga movement made a
presentation of the mining
project in national territory, with
special emphasis on the crime
that the Government intends to
carry out in Serra d ‘Arga and that
will also affect the estuary of the
Minho, which is a common
heritage of both peoples. Under
the aegis of a river that unites us,
all those presented accepted to
embrace this cause”.
Last week, the civic movement
requested an audience from the
Minister of Environment and
Climate Action, João Pedro
Matos Fernandes.
At issue is the draft decree-law
that regulates the so-called mine
law (Law 54/2015, of 22 June),
which was in public discussion
between 16 and 31 July.
The movement sent, through the
legally available means for the
purpose and within the time

given by the Government, its
opinion regarding the public
consultation process to the
Project of Decree-Law no. 341 /
XII / 2020 (which proceeds to the
regulation of the law of bases of
the legal regime for the
disclosure and use of geological
resources for mineral deposits).
This opinion was endorsed by
the Parish Councils of Moledo
and Âncora, who added their
voice to that of the people of
Serra d’Arga, dismayed and
mobilised in order to protect their
territory”, the movement says.
To Lusa, at the beginning of the
month, the movement’s
spokesman, Carlos Seixas,
classified the draft decree-law as
“very bad” for “leaving the
possibility for mining companies
to do almost everything”.
“Not even an environmental
impact study can prevent mining.
With this proposal for a decreelaw, nothing can be prevented,
everything is open,” he said.
According to the official, the
government proposal “always
speaks vaguely and never says,
definitively, what are the
impediments”.
“It does not give any possibility for
the population, or even the city
councils, to take a position, for
example, when it comes to a
public tender”, he maintained.

Madeira reducing fuel
consumption

Naturtejo Geopark maintains
UNESCO status

Madeira recorded a 22.1 percent reduction in the consumption
of diesel and gasoline in the first half of this year, compared to
the same period last year, totalling 56.7 million litres.

The Naturtejo Geopark received the certificate of revalidation of its UNESCO
World Geopark status and already has about 40 partners in the municipality of
Idanha-a-Nova.

According to the information
made available by the Regional
Directorate of Statistics of Madeira,
based on the data provided by the
Customs of Funchal, in the first six
months of 2020 “41.5 million litres
of diesel were introduced” to the
region, which represents a
decrease of 20.5 percent
compared to the same period in the
previous year ”.
With regard to gasoline, 95
octane also shows “a year-on-year
decrease of 29.2 percent, while 98
octane decreased 15.8 percent”.
In the same information, DREM
points out that, in the first six
months of this year, 11.2 million
litres of 95 octane gasoline and 3.9
million litres of 98 octane gas were
introduced in the archipelago.
Regarding the situation of
propane and butane gas, the
release for consumption in the
period under analysis “was around

5.1 and 3.4 thousand tonnes,
respectively, while in natural gas,
the amount was 11.6 thousand
tonnes, 0.4 percent more than in
the same period”, reads the
document.
Between April and June, road
diesel demand was 17.5 million
litres, “35.3 percent less than in the
same quarter of 2019”.
During this period, there was also
a reduction in gasoline, with 95
octane introducing 4.2 million litres
(48.5 percent lower) and 98 octane
1.7 million litres (27.7 percent
lower), compared to the same
period of the previous year.
DREM also points out that the
average price of fuel in the second
quarter of 2020 shows a “drop”,
stating that the average price of road
diesel was set at €1.106 - lower than
that registered in the same period
(€1.292) and in the same quarter of
the previous year (€1,265).

“The Naturtejo Geopark has
just received the certificate of
revalidation of its status as a
UNESCO World Geopark, after
a very positive evaluation of the
work carried out,” explains, in a
statement, by the Idanha-aNova Chamber.
This municipality in the
district of Castelo Branco, one
of the municipalities that is
part of this territory, “welcomes
this further recognition by
UNESCO for the development
policies applied in the region,
for projects to enhance the
geological heritage and for the
activity of the municipalities
and local businesses.”
The Global Geoparks
Network, established in 2004,
through a partnership
between UNESCO and the
International Union of
Geological Sciences, aims to

distinguish natural areas with
high geological value, in which
a development strategy is in
place based not only on
geology, but also on other
natural or human values.
The Naturtejo Geopark
already has about 40 partners
in the municipality of Idanha-aNova and in the strategy of this
UNESCO World Geopark this
municipality assumes itself as
an ideal destination for those
who love nature and to enjoy the
historical and cultural heritage.
“More and more local
companies are adhering to the
geopark strategy for the
geographic enhancement of
their products and services.
Thus, the local geoproducts,
inspired by the geodiversity of
the Geopark Naturtejo, range
from regional products to wine,
bread, cakes, organic meat,

cosmetics , aromatic herbs,
among others”, the note reads.
Among the partners of
Geopark Naturtejo, there are
also 16 accommodation units
and nine partner restaurants
that guarantee a quality
gastronomic offer throughout
the municipality of Idanha-aNova, with traditional and
diversified dishes that enhance
the best flavours of the region.
Among the partners of
Geopark Naturtejo, there are
also tourist entertainment
companies.
The Naturtejo Geopark of
Meseta Meridional, which is
part of UNESCO’s worldwide
network, includes the
municipalities of Castelo
Branco, Idanha-a-Nova, Nisa,
Oleiros, Penamacor, Proençaa-Nova and Vila Velha de
Ródão.
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J.K.Rowling’s new book with illustrations
from Portuguese children
The new children’s book by the author of the Harry Potter saga, JK Rowling, entitled “The Ickabog”, arrives in Portugal in
November and will include drawings from children in Portugal who won an illustration contest launched for this effect.

“

“Ickabog” is a fairy tale that J.K. Rowling wrote more than ten years
ago to read to her youngest children when they went to bed.

Ickabog” is a children’s
original by J.K. Rowling
written more than ten years
ago and published online
in May to help entertain children,
parents and caregivers confined
at home during the Covid-19
pandemic.
Editorial Presença, which edits
the author’s work in Portugal,
announced on 18 August that the
printed version arrives at
Portuguese bookstores in
November and is “a great
novelty”.
This is “an unprecedented
challenge launched by JK
Rowling, worldwide”: an
invitation to children to
participate in an illustration
contest, by sending a drawing, to
gain the opportunity to have their
illustration in the print edition of
respective countries.
In Portugal, the illustration
contest “O Ickabog”, opened as
of 18 August, is promoted by
Editorial Presença and can be
read about on the official
Portuguese website, at

www.presenca.pt/
ickabogconcurso.
“Ickabog” is a fairy tale that J.K.
Rowling wrote more than ten
years ago to read to her youngest
children when they went to bed.
Written to be read aloud, the story
of “The Ickabog” takes place in
an imaginary land and is an
autonomous story, unrelated to
other works by the author, thus
not being related to the Harry
Potter universe, but containing
frequently explored themes in
the writing of JK Rowling.
It tells the story of the kingdom of
Cornucopia, ruled by King Fred
the Fearless, who takes
advantage of Petition Day to
please all the subjects who came
to him with his requests.
The last to arrive, a pastor from
the Marshlands, complains
about the fearsome monster
Ickabog, a character in children’s
stories used to terrify the children
of the kingdom if they did not
behave well, but the king decides
to take the pastor’s story seriously
and leave with the army to the

Marshlands, at the northern end
of the kingdom, in order to hunt
the monster.
“Ickabog” will be published for
free on the Portuguese website,
in instalments, over the next
seven weeks.
When new chapters are
launched, Presença will also
publish suggestions for themes
that children can draw from
reading the chapters.
The new chapters of the story will
be available on the publisher’s
website every working day from
18 August until 2 October, 2020,
when the story ends.
The contest, aimed at children
aged 7 to 12, ends on 9 October
and 34 winners will be selected,
whose drawings will be published
in the printed edition of the book.
Each winner of the illustration
contest will also receive a prize.
The copyright for the sale of this
book will go to projects to help
groups particularly affected by
the Covid-19 pandemic, in the
UK and internationally, the writer
announced.

Ferragudo celebrating 500 years of existence
Ferragudo, integrated into the Lagoa municipality, in the Algarve, is
celebrating 500 years of being recognised as a parish
Ferragudo will be
marking the 500 year
anniversary on 21 August at
7 pm, with the reedited
version of the book written
by Luís António dos Santos
“Barlavento Histórias do
Algarve” (Barlavento

Stories of the Algarve),
being presented in
Ferragudo, in front
of Instituto de Socorros a
Náufragos.
Besides the book
presentation, people
visiting will also be able to

pick up a free information
brochure detailing the rich
history of Ferragudo,
created and distributed by
Bright Homes Algarve real
estate, located at
Ferragudo Valley Park in
front of Castelo do Arade at
the entrance to Praia
Grande.
The brochure includes a
detailed history of
Ferragudo from
information about the
Phoenicians, who
inhabited the eastern coast
of the Mediterranean,
controlled trade along the
Mediterranean coast from
1200 to 600 BC, to then the
Greeks took over the trade,
who were then outflanked
by the Carthaginians from
the north of Africa.
According to the brochure,
from about 200 BC to 400
AD, the Algarve was part of
the Roman Empire and
then from around 400 AD,
the Visigoths from the
Balkans plundered Rome
and occupied Spain and the
southern part of Portugal. At
the beginning of the 8th
century, they were expelled
by the Moors from the north
of Africa.

In 1139, Count Afonso of
the county of ‘Portucale’
defeated the Moors at the
‘Battle of Ourique’ and was
proclaimed king of
Portugal. But Al-Gharb still
remained in the hands of
the Moors. More than a
hundred years later, his
great-grandson King
Afonso III of Portugal
expelled the Moors from
the Algarve and then also
became king of the
Algarve. In the early 15th
century, Portugal started
the explorations along the
coast of Africa from Lagos.
The founding of
Ferragudo came on 2
August , 1520, Queen

Dona Leonor agreed to the
request of the city of Silves
to establish a settlement at
the site of Ferragudo. The
cosy central square here is
named after her. Silves
was then the capital of the
Algarve and the bishop had
his seat there. However,
the significance of Silves
had greatly reduced. Lagos
became more and more
the centre of the Algarve
through the voyages of
discovery and the trade that
resulted from them. Due to
the silting up of the Arade
river, the accessibility of
Silves deteriorated more
and more and the new city
of Vila Nova de Portimão

became more important. In
addition, the infectious
plague had settled in
Silves. Bishop Dom
Fernando Coutinho
therefore rarely came into
the city and sought a
healthy shelter outside the
city for the citizens of Silves
and for himself. Through
Ferragudo, Silves would
gain influence at the mouth
of the Arade River and be
able to compete with the
growing Vila Nova de
Portimão on the other side
of the river.
To read more about the
history of Ferragudo, pick
up a free copy from Bright
Homes Algarve.
Ferragudo will be
marking the 500
year anniversary
on 21 August at
7pm with a book
presentation
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Around the world at Sandcity
Travel around the world and be transported to distant lands at
the Sandcity sculpture park in Lagoa, central Algarve.

Take a tour around the world and fictional lands at Sandcity where some of the best
known characters from the silver screen also appear, including those from Star Wars.

S

andcity Fiesa is a
thematic park with
sand sculptures that
was first
inaugurated in 2003 until
2019, the year where the
park moved to Lagoa, on
Estrada Nacional 125.
Nuno Ângelo, the director
of the park, said to The
Portugal News that “the
location near Lagoa is
better” since it is on the
main road and therefore it
has a bigger exposure
when compared to the old
location, in Pêra.
The park, that opened in
Lagoa, in 2019, has 60
sand sculptures, made by
artists from many parts of
the world, mainly from
Eastern Europe, where

there is a great culture of
sculpting sand. But there
are also Dutch, French,
Portuguese and Canadian
sculptors.
According to the director of
the park, being a sculptor
was thought “to be a male
job, since it was
considered to be a job
where strength was mainly
used, but we have many
sculptures made by
women and we can see an
increase in interest for the
job among women.”
Every year the park has a
theme, the officials
decided to keep the
“Around the World” theme,
used last year, due to the
Covid-19 pandemic. From
celebrities to monuments,

while walking around the
park the visitors will feel
like they are travelling
around the world. People
will not only see sculptures
of real figures, such as
Cristiano Ronaldo or
Queen Elizabeth II but also
fictional characters that
everyone knows including
Harry Potter and Batman.
For the sculptures, 50
tonnes of sand was used
in total. Contrary to what
people usually think “the
sand used is not the same
as beach sand”, says
Nuno Ângelo. It is a
compact sand for
construction use.
The 50 hectares of area are
not only filled with sand
sculptures. Visitors have

N

BRUNO G.
SANTOS

the opportunity to have a
quick meal in the snackbar, jump on the
trampoline, buy some
souvenirs and also enjoy a
relaxing moment at the
Fish Spa. Before the
pandemic, it was also
possible to show up and
take part in a workshop
regarding sand sculpture.
Concerning Covid-19, the
staff of the park are
following all the rules
outlined by the Portuguese
health authorities, but
Nuno Ângelo mentioned
that they are doing more
than what was requested
including “cleaning the
bathrooms more than 4
times per day.” All the
personnel wear masks and
gloves and for the
costumers, it is mandatory
to wear a mask in common
areas, such as the snack
bar and the reception.
For 2021, the official
expects to organise
birthday parties for children
and to organise workshops
regarding environmental
issues.
New projects are yet to
come and there is an
interest in creating a
restaurant with tapas and
craft beer, as well as a
lounge area.
The park opens at 11am
and closes and 10pm and
while the park is open
during the day and the
evening, for Nuno Ângelos,
a night visit is always “more
interesting”.
For further information
please visit www.fiesa.org

Municipality of Olhão takes
ownership of Hotel Ria Sol
The Municipality of Olhão has taken
administrative possession of the building of the
Hotel Ria Sol.

Olhão municipality now guarantees that this building
does not represent a danger to public health

The advanced state of
degradation of the building
and the consequent
unhealthy and unsuitable
situation of people living in
the immediate suburbs,
who brought their concerns
to the City Council, were the
reasons that led the mayor
to take juridical measures.
After an inspection
carried out in 2017, the
municipality considered
that the building needed
works that would
immediately prevent
material and personal
damage on the public road.
Following that
inspection, the owner was
notified of this decision, but
never proceeded with the
respective works, which,
over time, increased the
state of degradation of the
property.
The Legal Regime for
Urbanisation and
Edification gives the
competent administrative

authorities, in this case, the
City Council, the adoption
of appropriate measures to
determine the execution of
conservation or demolition
works, whenever the
buildings present poor
safety or health conditions
and is a danger to the
public health or whenever
owners do not take the
necessary measures.
For this action to be
materialised, it is
necessary to resort to the
figure of administrative
possession, which allows
the Mayor to determine the
ownership of the property,
in order to allow the
coercive execution of
measures necessary to
restore legality.
Olhão municipality now
guarantees that this
building does not
represent a danger to
public health and that it will
not continue to be used in
an abusive way by people.

Faro welcoming live concerts
Largo da Sé, in Faro, will host 20 shows until 13 September, to celebrate Festival F, which was
postponed until next year due to Covid -19.
Speaking to Lusa when the schedule
was announced, the vice-mayor of Faro,
Paulo Santos, said that this alternative
format will present a concert per night at
10pm, outdoors, with a capacity of 937
seats, use of a mask is mandatory and
circulation will be conditioned during
the shows.
“This is not Festival F. Festival F will
take place next year on the first
weekend in September. This year is one
concert per night, for 20 nights”,
underlined the councillor for Culture,
adding that the seats are marked and
there will be no bars, as usual.
The venue opens at 8 pm and closes
at midnight. Tickets are already on sale
and prices vary between €10 and €20. It
is mandatory to purchase two seats
together, with only a limited number of
individual tickets available.

Tickets are already on sale and prices vary between €10 and €20.
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Ryanair cutting autumn flights
Ryanair has announced that it will be reducing
its flight capacity by 20 percent during the
months of September and October due to
forward bookings weakening since the
beginning of the month.

R

yanair confirmed that
most of these cuts would
be frequency reductions
rather than route
closures, and they will be heavily
focused on those countries such
as Spain, France and Sweden,
where rising recent Covid-19
case rates have led to increased
travel restrictions, and Ireland
which continues to impose a
uniquely restrictive Green List,
which imposes 14 day
quarantines on visitors from most
other EU countries such as
Germany (16.3) and the UK
(18.6), which have lower Covid
case rates over the last 14 days
than Ireland (22.1).
A Spokesperson for Ryanair said:
“These capacity cuts and
frequency reductions for the
months of September and
October are necessary given the
recent weakness in forward
bookings due to Covid

restrictions in a number of EU
countries. Any effected
passengers in September
received email notification
advising them of their options.
Similar communications will be
issued to the small number of
affected passengers in October.
“Over the past two weeks as a
number of EU countries have
raised travel restrictions, forward
bookings especially for business
travel into September and
October have been negatively
affected, and it makes sense to
reduce frequencies so that we
tailor our capacity to demand
over the next two months.
“Proper testing at airports, and
effective tracing (as is being
conducted in Germany and Italy)
is the only realistic and
proportionate method of
supervising safe intra-EU air
travel while effectively limiting the
spread of the Covid-19 virus.”

Ryanair confirmed that most of the cuts would be frequency reductions rather than route closures, and
they will be heavily focused on countries such as Spain, France and Sweden

Sugar tax cutting consumption

Car loans in June close to 2019 figures

The special tax on beverages with a higher sugar content led more than 40 The recovery in the car credit sector began in May and continued strongly
percent of respondents, in a study by the Catholic University, to reduce
in June almost reaching 2019 values.
their consumption.
Consumer credit has been recovering in
companies are gradually giving more

The
results of
the study
show that
41.1
percent of
the
participants
confirm
that they
reduced
their
consumption
of sugary
drinks.

The study from the
Observatory of the
Portuguese Society of the
Catholic University,
dedicated to learning
about the eating habits of
the Portuguese, was
carried out between
November and December
2019 and involved 995
participants, who
answered an online
questionnaire.
In a section dedicated to
the perception of policies
to promote healthy eating

habits, the results of the
study show that 41.1
percent of the participants
confirm that they reduced
their consumption of
sugary drinks after the
entry into force of the
special tax on these
drinks. About 10 percent
stopped consuming them
completely and 36.8
percent of the participants
admit that they think more
before consuming them.
Regarding eating
habits, the results show

that the consumption of
fruits and vegetables is the
category that the vast
majority associate with a
healthy diet while the
perception that excess
sugar, salt and fat are
harmful to a healthy diet is
deeply rooted.
Reducing
carbohydrates, eating less
meat and more fish are
some of the criteria seen
as being key to healthy
eating for half of the
participants.

Portugal since lock down restrictions have
been eased with credit growing from
€299.3 million in May to €420.3 million in
June, this is still however 26.4 percent less
than a year ago.
While other credit sectors are struggling
to recover quickly, car credit has been
bucking the trend according to data from
Banco de Portugal.
Following a significant drop in March
and April, months in which consumer
credit reached its lowest levels for the past
seven years, banks and finance

credit to the Portuguese, mainly for the
acquisition of a car.
Consumer credit increased by around
€120 million from May to June and most of
that increase was due to car loans (€87
million more). In total, new consumer
credit for car purchases reached €221
million in June (€134 million in May).
Compared to the same month last year,
the volume of car loans is only 2.2 percent
below the 2019 levels with car loans
representing 52.5 percent of total consumer
credit granted in Portugal in June.

While other credit sectors are struggling to recover quickly, car credit has been bucking
the trend according to data from Banco de Portugal.
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Portugal tops for producing bikes
Portugal was the main producer of bicycles in
the European Union in 2019, producing 2.7
million units, practically a quarter of all
production in the 27 member states, according
to Eurostat.

Portugal
was the
main
producer of
bicycles in
the
European
Union in
2019

According to data from the official
EU statistics office, last year more
than 11.4 million bicycles were
produced in the EU, representing
an increase of five percent over
the previous year, but still below
the ‘peak’ recorded in 2015, of
13.7 million.
Eurostat points out that in 2019,
five Member States were
responsible for 70 percent of the
total production of bicycles in the
EU, with Portugal standing out at
the top, with 2.7 million bicycles,

ahead of the 2018 ‘champion’ of
production, Italy ( 2.1 million),
Germany (1.5 million), Poland
(900,000) and Holland
(700,000).
Eurostat data reveals that
Portugal registered a sharp
increase between 2018 and
2019, with 736,000 more
bicycles produced (in 2018 it had
produced 1.9 million), which
allowed it to overtake Italy and
move into first position on the
table.

Portugal with largest decline in EU production

Problem solving solutions

Industrial production decreased 12.3 percent in the euro area and 11.6 percent in the European
Union (EU) in June, in year-on-year terms, with Portugal registering the biggest drop among
Member States (-14.8 percent), according to Eurostat.

If you are literally looking for anything,
anywhere and anytime then
anythinganywhereanytime.co.uk has been set
up to solve all your issues.

The year-on-year falls in June
were, however, less pronounced than
those seen in the previous three
months, when the European
economy suffered the economic

effects of the pandemic caused by
the new SARS-CoV-2 coronavirus.
In comparison with May, industrial
production increased 9.1 percent
both in the euro area and in the EU, a

Compared to
June 2019,
Portugal
recorded the
greatest
decrease in
production
(-14.8
percent).

slowdown compared to the 12.3
percent and 11.6 percent growth
registered in May and which reversed
the monthly drops in March and April
due confinement imposed in the
context of combating the Covid-19
pandemic.
Compared to June 2019, Portugal
recorded the greatest decrease (-14.8
percent), followed by Germany and
Spain (-14.1 percent each), and Italy (13.7 percent), with only one increase
in Ireland of 4.5 percent.
In the monthly variation, Slovakia
(21.7 percent), Hungary (17.1 percent)
and Romania (16.3 percent) registered
the largest increases, while Belgium (1.4 percent) and Finland (- 0.8 percent)
presented the only decreases.
In Portugal, industrial production
increased 11.3 percent from May to
June.

The service, which has grown largely through word of
mouth, focuses on helping everyone, with a specific focus
on the Algarve.

Stephen Colbeck has
more than 35 years of
experience in the Algarve
and has partnered with
Domingos Neves to create
a service that offers
solutions to issues and
problems of all sizes,
providing a unique and
bespoke service.
The service, which has
grown largely through word
of mouth, focuses on
helping everyone, with a
specific focus on the
Algarve.
“One day we can be
sourcing a Ferrari for two

days and the next we are
being asked to arrange for
villa management
projects,” said Stephen.
“We are here for new
residents who have moved to
the country and need help
navigating settling in
Portugal but we are also
here for holiday makers who
are maybe looking for
specific experiences, we can
take away all of the stress in
one hit,” said Stephen.
For further information on
all of the services available,
visit www.anything
anywhereanytime.co.uk
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Israel-UAE: Last Days of the Old
Middle East
The ‘two-state solution’ is still dead.

T

he deal to open
diplomatic ties
between Israel
and the United
Arab Emirates, announced
by Israel’s Prime Minister
Binyamin Netanyahu in
Jerusalem, opens no new
vistas for a ‘just peace’
between the Israelis and
the Arabs. It just repackages
the existing reality.
There wasn’t any possibility
of an independent
Palestinian state in the
Israeli-occupied territories
before the announcement,
and there still isn’t now.
There was only a very small
chance that Netanyahu
would annex the occupied
territories to Israel before
the Israeli-UAE deal was
announced (although he
talked about it a lot), and
there’s even less chance of
it now.
No real change on the
international front either.
Israel and the Arab
countries are already at
peace, with the partial
exceptions of Syria and
Lebanon, although few
people in the region would
call it a ‘just peace’. And the
UAE has already been
doing business quietly with
Israel on everything from
trade to defence planning
(against Iran) for years.
Egypt and Jordan have had
formal diplomatic relations
with Israel for decades, and
the other Gulf states will
soon follow the UAE’s
example, perhaps with
Saudi Arabia bringing up
the rear. The Palestinians,

mostly living under Israeli
occupation,
understandably complain
that they are being
abandoned by their Arab
brothers, but that really
happened long ago.
So what actually changed?
Very little, although Donald
Trump naturally tweeted
that it was a “HUGE
breakthrough” and his sonin-law and senior adviser
Jared Kushner promised
that the deal would bring
“massive change” and
“make the Middle East
safer.”
Rubbish. The last ArabIsraeli war was 47 years
ago, and it’s been decades
since either side even had
serious plans for one. The
only plausible risk of a
major cross-border in the
Middle East these days is
between Iran on one side
and the Arab Gulf states
(with or without Israel) on
the other.
That’s not really a big risk
either, but the Arab Gulf
states in particular worry
aloud about it, and to some
extent they have convinced
themselves that it truly is a
threat. They hope that they
would have Israel’s support
in such a war, since in
military terms Israel is the
region’s dwarf superpower.
Netanyahu’s government
hates and says it fears Iran,
so it probably would help
the Arabs in the end.
However, it would be a
much more convincing
deterrent to Iran if these
putative Arab and Israeli

allies were actually seen
together in public
occasionally. That’s the
main reason for the Gulf
states to go beyond the
furtive relationship they
have hitherto had with
Israel.
What’s in it for Netanyahu?
A peace treaty with another
Arab state is a feather in the
cap of any Israeli prime
minister, but this deal also
neatly gets him out of the
promise he made to rightwing Israeli voters in the last
election to annex much or
all of the occupied
territories.
Annexation would be purely
symbolic, since Israel has
already ruled all that land
for the past 53 years, but he
still needed an excuse to
renege on his promise.
The UAE deal is the
perfect excuse: he can say
he had to cancel annexing
the Palestinian territories
because Israel’s new
partners in the Gulf would
be so upset that they’d
walk away from the deal.
Netanyahu insists that
annexation is only
postponed, assuring
Israelis that it is “still on the
table.” Donald Trump says
“they agreed not to do it.
This is a very smart
concession by Israel. It is
off the table now.” ‘Longterm’ for both of them is
reckoned in months, so
they have no idea how
irrelevant all this
diplomatic fine-tuning will
seem in retrospect.
The old Middle East is
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Palestinians burn banners depicting Abu Dhabi Crown Prince Mohammed bin Zayed alNahyan, Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu and US President Donald J. Trump,
during a protest against the peace agreement to establish diplomatic ties between Israel
and the United Arab Emirates. (Photo: EPA/Abed Al Hashlamoun)

living through its final
years. Across the Arab
world every power
relationship has been
defined by oil wealth for
the past two generations,
and now the wealth is
fading fast. Eight years
ago the Arab oil-producing
states were making a
trillion dollars a year from
their exports. Today their
oil revenue is down by twothirds ($300 billion), and it
will fall further.
The coronavirus has
accelerated this decline,
but demand and prices
have both been trending
down for quite a while, and
the growing unpopularity of

fossil fuels in a rapidly
warming world guarantees
there will be no reversal of
the trend.
Saudi Arabia and the UAE
still have large reserves of
cash, but some of the
smaller oil-states are
running out of money right
now. Economic
devastation will be
followed by political
collapse: even the map of
the Middle East may look
quite different in ten or
twenty years’ time.
And who will emerge from
the wreckage as the sole
big powers of the Middle
East? Only the two
countries with fully modern

and diversified economies
and little dependence on
oil revenues: Israel and
Turkey.
Funny how things turn out,
isn’t it?

Gwynne Dyer is an
independent journalist
whose articles are
published in 45 countries.
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Walking is
dangerous
SIR, Beware if you visit
Vilamoura or Quarteira’s
promenade as walking is
becoming a dangerous
pastime.
Cyclists in all their fancy
dress regalia and egos to
match are fast becoming a
major nuiscence on what are
quite clearly pathways for
walking - whizzing past as if in
the Tour de Algarve and giving
no warning of their approach.
Many times whilst enjoying a
stroll I have been overtaken at
speed and with a step to my
either side potentially leading to
an inevitable and painful
collision.
The designated cycle/
walking paths are even worse
as cyclists really do see this as
‘their’ path, having little regard
for pedestrians and cruising at
great speeds whilst no doubt
fantasizing about wearing the
yellow jersey.
And don’t get me wrong, I
also like cycling - but just for
fun, I am respectful to all using
the walkways (I have a bell to
warn of my approach!) and
always use the road where I
feel safe to do so.
Sooner or later, there will be
a major incident and anyone
sporting a full cycling kit should
get on the road where they
belong and annoy motorists by
hogging the road ..... but that´s
another story !
MARTYN, Vilamoura

Re: Wild Campers
SIR, We feel that this was a
poorly researched subject and
many of the facts were totally
wrong.
This is from someone who has
had a lifetime experience with
motor homes.
I’ve had motor homes from the
age of 24 until currently 75 and
have never experienced the
disgusting behaviour that
you’ve described from motor
homers.
The problem is not the M/H
who have their own facilities for
waste etc. It is the people
sleeping in ordinary cars, vans
and tents in places with no
public toilets, even day trippers
have been seen going onto the
dunes toilet roll in hand!
We’ve witnessed this behavior
more than once this year on the
west coast.
Perhaps a good suggestion is
that in public car parks in the
summer to have temporary
public toilets or Portaloos
would help the situation for
everybody, not just M/Hs.
Regarding your comments
about ‘eating our own tinned
food’ is a load of nonsense,
most M/H have refrigerators
and we always shop locally. In
fact the only time we eat in the
M/H is when there’s no
availability in local restaurants
or currently because of the
lockdown.
Regarding using campsites,
this year we’ve been refused
because they’re ‘members
only’ or fully booked.
This year has been exceptional
because of the virus, there has
been an unprecedented

amount of rented M/Hs
seemingly Portuguese,
Spanish and French taking last
minute holidays.
Also there are official parking
areas called Aires, but sadly
because of the lockdown
they’ve been closed, so this
has probably led to more
people wild camping. It’s a
case of too many people
chasing too few places to park.
We’re more than happy to pay
for parking, for us it’s never
about that. The councils are
missing an opportunity there.
A suggestion would be, hire a
M/H yourselves before you
make unfounded judgments.
RAY & JANE LERICHE,
By email

It‘s hard to
believe!
SIR, 2020: We, Carvoeiro
Cat Charity, with 18 volunteers
from other European countries
and only 4 Portuguese people
in our team, fight day by day to
feed 240 cats in a shelter and
60 cats in 16 colonies. These
cats belong to the Câmara de
Lagoa, as they were in need in
this community, when we
started to help them.
With Covid-19 their situation
got worse, no food collections
in front of supermarkets
allowed, no flea-markets to sell
things we got donated, no
parties or dinners to collect
money, and many former
donors now in need as well...
In not less than 6 letters to
the Câmara de Lagoa, their
president, Luís Encarnação,
and their vice-president.
Anabela Simão, plus 5
WhatsApps to Anabela Simão
we asked for help. What the
cats got was not enough to
feed them for 1.5 days! They
both visited our premises and
Mr. Encarnação accepted that
the discussions were made in
English, as this was the best
common communication
language.
But it even gets worse: In a
desperate registered letter to
the mayor (10/08/2020) we
explained once again our
situation - the help, promised by
the Câmara, does not come,
our bank account is empty, and
still the cats are hungry! We did
it in English, as the president
accepted this during his visit.
The only reply we got was a
phone call from the assistant of
the former veterinary of the
Câmara (She is no longer in
Lagoa, and there is no
replacement known!), telling
us, that the vice-president of
the Câmara, Mrs. Anabela
Simão, wishes not to receive
any more letters from us in the
English language! Not a single
word about the hungry cats!!!
Shame on you for such an
unworthy behaviour!!! These
cats, belonging to the Câmara
de Lagoa, get volunteer help
from mostly other europeans!!!
We do the work, that the
Câmara should do, but does
not do!
There are elections for the
communities in Portugal in one
year. We can only advise all
our supporters to reflect the
above before they vote!
Please share this with all

Letters to the editor
your friends here in the
Algarve, in Portugal, and all
over the world.
FOR CARVOEIRO CAT
CHARITY
Corinna Janiec, President
Rose-Anne Burgunder,
Secretary
Andreas Wolfsteller,
Secretary

The situation of
animals shelters
in Algarve
SIR, Since the lockdown in
March due to the Covid-19
pandemic, all food collections
at super markets and all flea
markets were suspended until
further notice. This left most
animal shelters in a more and
more desperate situation.
These shelters are run privately
and depend on donations and
volunteers, and of course on
subsidies from their local
municipality, whose stray
animals they take in and care
for. Because the municipal
canils are already overflowing.
They also depend on the
goodwill of veterinarians to be
patient when it comes to paying
bills for medicines,
vaccinations and neutering
etc.
The situation is as bad if not
worse as it was before the
lockdown. In spite of the new
laws that state that all pets
must be chipped and neutered.
Or maybe because of that, as
many people don’t have the
money to pay for chipping and
neutering.
Puppies, kittens, cats and
dogs are still left tied to trees, in
boxes in the rubbish bins, tied
to the gates of the shelters and
the canils, or just left in the
streets.
A very poignant example is
the Carvoeiro Cat Charity, near
Porches, Lagoa.
On 14 August they were left
with one week of food for the
240 cats in the shelter and the
60 cats in the various colonies
of the municipality of Lagoa
that they serve.
So far no subsidies from the
municipality have been
forthcoming for this year,
despite the promises from the
municipality.
But this is just one of the
many privately run shelters in
Algarve that are in dire straits at
the moment.
Through Facebook,
fundraisers are being
organised, and many people
give generously. But in the long
run a change in attitude
towards animals is badly
needed.
SCARLETT VERKUIJLEN,
By email

First Aid
SIR, During a recent visit to
Porto do Mós beach in Lagos, I
was unfortunate to step on a
Weaver fish, causing the
inevitable sting.
Thankfully, there was a first
aid ‘station’ nearby and I
hobbled across for some
medical attention.
A very nice young man,
identified the Weaver’s sting
on the sole of my foot and said

that by soaking in hot water this
would extract the venom from
the sting and I would be OK.
Now everyone knows the
difference between hot water
and boiling water but ‘Dr. Mós’
didn’t seem to know that the
kettle he had just boiled and
then poured into a bowl with
the invitation to put my foot into
it was likely to give me a
problem far greater than the
fish and would probably result
in a visit to the local hospital
with third degree burns.
So, I politely declined and
after a lot of cold water was
added I eventually managed to
soak my foot and I am pleased
to say that I made the predicted
recovery.
I’m not sure whether ‘Dr
Mós’ had recently secured his
level 1 First Aid badge at
school but it shocked me that
had I not actually seen him boil
the kettle I would have placed
my foot in the boiled water
without questioning his medical
‘know how’ and whilst I
escaped further injury it’s
maybe something other
patients (especially children)
should be warned of if they too
fall victim of the dreaded
Weaver fish and then receive
first aid treatment from Dr. Mós !
M.PAUL, By email

‘White Lies’ OR
“Within a Couple
of Hours.”
SIR, Having returned from a
UK corona lockdown, I found
an ‘adjustment’ electricity bill
indicating the annual difference
between the estimated monthly
bills paid by direct debit, and
their final calculation.
This Day 1 (12/8,15:30)
while on the phone to the EDP
enquiring about the
calculations, our electricity was
suddenly disconnected!
The EDP employee, Sr.GC,
advised not to panic as a
multibanco payment reference
was being created and would
be ‘sms-texted’ to me “within a
couple of hours” to allow
payment for the bill and
immediate reconnection “within
a couple of hours”.
By 8pm no SMS had arrived,
it was getting dark, and there
was growing concern about
the alarm system, disabled wifi,
phone charger, and fridge/
freezer foodstuffs which all
required electricity to function.
Another hour passed before
coming to the realisation that
being in the dark, overnight
was an imminent possibility.
The torchlight on the mobile
phone was switched on as I
fumbled in the darkness to
search for candles and
complete bedtime rituals (teeth,
medication, eye drops).
As I laid down to bed, a
mosquito buzzed around my
head, forcing me to leave the
torchlight on - afterall, all would
be resolved by the next
morning, and I would not have
to worry about any battery or
phone discharges.
Day 2 - 8.30am (surely there
would be someone in the office
by now)..and waited for the
SMS message from EDP.
At 10.30am I called the EDP
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office and Yes, Sra. N had the
multibanco reference for me,
and after payment the
electricity would be reconnected “Within a couple of
hours”. She never explained
why she took 22 hours to send
a simple message.
Nevertheless, payment was
made and confirmed at 11am,
with the phone now on battery
charger.
5pm. 6 hours later and still no
re-connection, while phone
and charger at lowest ebb,
prompting one more last call.
6.15pm I called the EDP.
and Sr.F checked for the
reconnection order, informing
me later that no order for reconnection had been given,
however,he would definitely
give the order now, and this
would allow reconnection
“within a couple of hours” as I
had already waited beyond a
12-hour limit!
Needless to say, once again
on Day 2 I was faced with
another dark night, and
repeating all the fumbles of the
night before..but without the
phone and torchlight which had
both died by now -so another
horrible sleepless night.
Day3 - 8am, decision to
drive to their local office and
confront someone about the
situation, but alas the main
gate was electric, while the
manual key could not work
when the electricity cut had
frozen the mechanisms. I
returned to the house
defeated.
By 10.30am and in total
frustration sitting in the kitchen,
I prepared to jump over the
garden wall in search of an
electricity outlet; then I heard a
soft hissing sound coming from
the direction of the kettle I had
switched on 42-hours
earlier..and my EDP trauma
seemed over.
However, this trauma could
have happened to anyone or
expatriate living or coming to
live in the Algarve, without the
knowledge that this EDP has a
thorough monopoly over the
electricity grid, and can wield
tremendous power over one’s
mental state and normal life.
For newcomers to the Algarve,
one should immediately
consider ‘alternative energy’
and not wait 25-years to suffer
now at the hands of the EDP.
Now I’m going to have that
long-awaited cup of tea!
J. G. By email

Petrol leaf
blowers
SIR, I bring to your attention
the issue of the excessive
noise and pollution caused by
the abusive use of petrol leaf
blowers.
As owners of a property in

the Quinta do Lago area, we
are exposed to the horrible and
continuous revving up of these
machines for a staggering 4-5
hours a day on average
including Saturdays. Petrol leaf
blowers produce an absurd
level of noise which is clearly in
breach of the applicable
Portuguese law of
environmental noise. In fact,
labour laws make it mandatory
for gardeners to use hearing
protection muffs when they
operate these machines, but
what about us the residents?
There is also an environmental
consideration to it. A 2011
study showed that a petrol leaf
blower emits nearly 300 times
the amount of air pollutants as
a pickup truck, and any quick
Google search shows how
many petitions against these
dreadful machines are run in so
many different places around
the world.
Electrical leaf blowers are
easily available in the market
and I have been trying to
mobilise my neighbours to force
their gardeners to convert. I
would be grateful if your
newspaper could raise general
awareness to this issue in the
local community.
BERNARDO SOTTOMAYOR,
By email

CTT
SIR, Having seen your
letters page in The Portugal
News
News, I felt the need to write to
you regarding our experiences.
With the Post Office CTT.
1. 3 Christmas presents still
not arrived. Posted in UK at
beginning of December 2019;
2. 2 Birthday presents sent
on 11 June.1 arrived on 11 July
2020. Other still not arrived;
3. 1 Anniversary present and
cards posted in UK in July still
not arrived;
4. Portuguese bank card
posted in Lisbon on 16 July
2020 - had to go to Loulé Post
Office to collect on the 16
August 2020;
5. Autoridade Tributaria sent
important paperwork had to go
to Loulé to collect same;
6. I receive all my bills from
Electricity, Gas, Water etc to
my address;
7. Some parcels go to the
wine shop in Almancil. How am
I suppose to know that?
8. Loulé Post Office informed
me that no postman delivers to
this address, which for the past 8
years has not been a problem?
9. I have sent a complaint to
the Postal Service and am
waiting a reply.
I would like that the CTT
attempts to find these items and
that an investigation begins to
explain why post is going
missing.
BARBARA, Almancil.
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Community News
CHARITIES
APAA CHARITY SHOPS Dunas do Alvor: Tues to Sat
10.30am - 2pm. Rua Elias
Garcia 20, Silves, Mon – Sat
10am -2pm Volunteers always
welcome
info.apaaportugal@gmail.com
SUPPORT FOR FAMILIES
in the Algarve receives items
for families in need, Guia and
surrounding areas. To donate
or discuss concerns about a
needy family contact Su Davis:
932 307 548,
su.davis@sapo.pt
Facebook:support for families
in the Algarve.
A.A.G. CHARITY Shop
Guia. Situated in the Main
Street, opposite the Football
Club Snack bar and close to
Crédito Agrícola Bank.
Opening hours Mon - Fri,
10am to 5.45pm, Sat 10am to
2pm. Closed Sun. Animal
charity feeding street animals.
Patron Bonnie Tyler.
PIANIST WANTED on a
volunteer basis for occasional
Sunday services at the
Anglican Church of St
Vincent’s Chaplaincy, Praia da
Luz. Email pet.alex@sapo.pt
THE GOODWILL
CHARITY
CHARITY. R. Direita 5, Ed.
Portus Magnus, Portimão.
(Close to Theatre). 968 740
693, 10am to 2pm. Clothes,
bric a brac and furniture in
saleable cond., large items
collected. We would like to
thank you all for your
donations and for shopping,
that has enabled us to help
the local community.
SECOND CHANCE charity
shop at Largo Das Ferreiras
(on roundabout), Ferreiras,
Albufeira. Open Mon to Fri,
10am to 4pm. Sat 10am
to1pm. Supporting people in
need, also Bombeiros, Soup
kitchens, Riding for the
disabled, AHSA day care
centre for the elderly and
more. Contact Maggie Cook
917 707 808.renew
PORTIMÃO SOUP
KITCHEN Beco São José, Rua
São José, under old bridge in
Portimão. Come and help us
make sandwiches & serve food
to hungry but appreciative
people. For more info call Joy
917 358 098. Temporarily
closed due to Covid-19.
THE DONKEY
SANCTUARY Refugio dos
Burros charity shops have
opened in Ferragudo and
Carvoeiro and Lagoa with
temporary opening hours,
10am -2pm Monday to Friday
and 10am -1pm Saturday.
Come along there’s lots of
bargains and all new summer
stock. As we have had no
income at all for the last few
weeks we would welcome any
donations. For more info call
Chris 966 033 127
CARVOEIRO CAT
CHARITY ASSOCIAÇÃO
ASSOCIAÇÃO.
Located in Porches and run
entirely by volunteers. We are
looking for some more
volunteers to help in our

Charity auction bake off
shelter of 250 cats as well as
some foster families for our
cats. Email
ccc.carvoeirocatcharity@gmail.com
or call 918 552 788.
ASMAA CHARITY & UP
UPCycling Hub. Volunteers are
now needed for our shop.
Wed, Fri and Sat 11.30am to
5pm, other days by
appointment only. Tel 969 320
231, email info@asmaaalgarve.org Rua J. Pereira
Sampaio Bruno, Nº 53.
Portimão (Behind Bombeiros).
MADRUGADA
ASSOCIAÇÃO Care and
Support for People affected by
life limiting Illness.
Madrugada´s Volunteer run
Homestore in Lagoa, Encore
Boutique in Luz and
Homestore in Lagos. Open
from 11am to 3pm, Sat 11am
to 1pm. Thank you to all our
Volunteers, customers, and
supporters. Because you
Care, We can.

CADELA CARLOTA shop in
Lagos open Mon to Fri, 10am
to 1pm/3pm to 5pm.
Almadena: Mon to Fri, 10am to
4pm, Sat, 10am to 1pm. We
always need extra hands in
our shops.
ASSOCIAÇÃO DE
CARIDADE MÃOS de
Ajuda. Helping Hands Charity
Shop, 13A Avenida Dr.
Eduardo Mansinho, Tavira.
100 metres from Porta Nova
Post Office. Open Monday,
Wednesday, Saturday 10am to
1pm. Help us to Help others in
the Tavira Area. 963558138
WORN AGAIN charity shop
(formerly Tavira Treasure) Rua
Almirante Càndido dos Reis,
134 Tavira 8800-357. Open
every Monday and Saturday,
10am – 1pm. We also receive
donations of clothing, books,
household goods, small
furniture. Contact Sara 967
159 010
FRENCH LANGUAGE
Following the French
Government’s initiative to
expand the French language,
we are looking for Volunteers
to teach French in Albufeira or
Olhos de Água to children and
adults. No experience or
qualifications necessary, just
fluency in French and a
passion to meet and help
others learn this beautiful
language. Please contact 961
636 201 or Angelica
fash.co@gmail.com
THE NANDI CHARITY
SHOP
SHOP. Winter clothing now in
store. Furniture can be
collected within 30 k Lagos.
Tel 912741857
WOOFF
WOOFF. (Worn only once
Fashion & Furniture) charity
shop in Almancil. High quality
second hand clothes and
furniture. All profits to Animal
Rescue Algarve. New opening
hours Mon-Fri 10am-3pm, Sat.
10am-1pm (during the Covid19 pandemic). Tel:
289 123 456 or 917558121

Please send your Club and Community
news to:
letters@theportugalnews.com

Do you like to support
charitable causes? Do you
like cake or savoury
pastries? Do you like a
bargain?
Coming up soon, two
fundraising events. Support
For Families and Algarve
Emporium Charity (under
the auspices of Associação
Guarda - Chuva a
registered Portuguese
charity) are raising money to
buy food for families who are financially affected by Covid - 19.
Event 1: We have received 50 pledges of cakes, savoury
pastry dishes and also vouchers. These goodies will be auctioned
online during the week 22 to 29 of August on the Facebook group
called Charity Auction Bake Off. Once the funds have been
collected most of the food will be made to order. These amazing
pledges have been made by generous individuals and some local
businesses.
Event 2 Charity €1 Sale, Saturday, 19 September from 5pm
until 8pm being held in the garden of Between the Lines Bar / Cafe
in Tunes. Masks and hand sanitiser compulsory and numbers
allowed in to the garden are controlled to fit with the current Covid19 restrictions.
We have clothes (some new), fashion accessories, costume
jewellery and all sorts of household items that we will be selling everything €1 each.
If you would like to know more about these events, the work we
do and our other fundraising events, please contact Caroline
Langston and Su Davis on ass.guarda.chuva@gmail.com.

Nobel Algarve students
create video to thank
frontline workers
Over several weeks dozens
of students from Nobel
International School Algarve,
from the national and
international sections, took
part in the compilation of a
music video to thank all official
entities who have been at the
forefront of fighting Covid-19.
The video was put together by
music teacher Bruno Rodrigues,
in a joint effort with Nobel
Algarve parents and students,
staff and collaborators, to
reinforce the message, ‘Don’t
Worry, Be Happy’.
Mr. Bruno Rodrigues, a
music teacher at Nobel
Algarve, challenged the school
community to get involved by

helping him compile the video
as a tribute to all frontline
workers in Portugal and across
the world, who are
courageously and relentlessly
working every day to help
everyone in the fight against
the deadly Covid-19 virus.
Mr. Rodrigues said: “I tried to
bring together all elements of
the school community because
we had lost physical contact,
so it was not only to thank
those on the front line in the
fight against Covid-19, but also
to create something fun that
involved the whole school
community”.
For more information, email:
info@nobelalgarve.com
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Emergency Medical
Card available to
residents and tourists
In 2018 Safe Communities Portugal participated in a
Civil Protection exercise in Castelo Branco, meeting
many emergency personnel, including INEM first
responders.
In discussing the challenges they faced in dealing with
foreigners who were victims of serious accidents, such
as road accidents, they mentioned the lack of
immediate information concerning the person’s,
allergies, medication and known illness.
The idea of an emergency medical card was borne.
Safe Communities then met with the GNR, PSP and
INEM and a card was designed to provide this vital
information.
The Emergency Card does not replace any official
identification documents, but is intended to serve as an
additional source of information useful to the emergency
services at an accident scene. It also contains the
citizens’ countries of origin, whom it may be necessary to
establish direct contact, with the help of embassies.
Remember you maybe unconscious or unable to
communicate clearly; so every second counts.
The card is: Free of charge; recognised by INEM and
security forces; is in English and Portuguese; easy to
download from official websites; no waiting time; easy
to update and there are no data privacy issues.
It can be obtained in a few minutes - simply download,
fill in, print, cut out and carry at all times.
The document with instructions containing the card
can be downloaded from the home page of Safe
Communities Portugal
www.safecommunitiesportugal.com as well as GNR,
PSP, INEM and through GOV.UK Travel Advise
Portugal - Healthcare.
David Thomas
Thomas, President, Safe Communities Portugal
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Motoring

First drive: Ferrari Roma
What is it?
The new Ferrari Roma, a car
the firm hopes will garner the
interest of a whole new
clientele - those looking for a
comfortable yet involving crosscountry GT car. And as a grand
tourer, the Roma comes with a
whole new range of
requirements over and above
Ferrari’s existing range of
supercars.
But is it up to the challenge, and
has Ferrari succeeded in
infusing it with all that makes its
cars great, along with genuine
long-distance usability?
What’s new?
Looking at the Roma’s layout,
you’re met with a typical GT
setup; there’s a large V8 engine
up front, drive to the rear and
enough space for two adults
and two children. There’s even
a decent-sized boot. Yet while
the Roma shares many
components with the Portofino
convertible, this is far more than
just the drop-top with a fixed
roof. No, Ferrari has worked
extensively to ensure that the
Roma is just as good in the
bends as it is ploughing along
highways.
The inside has been fitted with
the latest equipment the firm
has to offer, with much of it only
recently seen on the SF90
Stradale hypercar. So while the
exterior is very much a nod to
Ferrari cars of old, the cabin is
as cutting edge as they come.
What’s under the bonnet?
You’ll find the same 3.9-litre
twin-turbocharged V8 engine
under the bonnet of the Roma
as you would on the Portofino,
but extensive measures have
allowed it to produce 20bhp
more than in the drop-top
model, now making 612bhp.
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Ferrari is pitching the Roma as a proper all-out GT
car - but has it succeeded? Jack Evans finds out.

The Roma also benefits from a
new eight-speed dual-clutch
automatic - the first time one
has been used in a frontengined Ferrari - and it’s been
refined and made smaller to not
only help with shift times but
also reduce emissions.
When it comes to performance,
the Roma certainly punches
hard; zero to 60mph takes a
snick over three seconds while
flat-out it’ll do 199mph. Despite
this, it should return 25mpg
while emitting 255g/km CO2.
What’s it like to drive?
How do you want a grand tourer
to drive? You want it to be
comfortable and refined, for
sure, as well as fast in an
understated way. And while the
Roma achieves all of these
traits - in comprehensive
fashion, we might add - it’s the
way this car handles when the
roads get twisty that really
impresses. It’s been given a
sharpness and keenness to turn
in that only Ferrari could
achieve, while its ability to rotate
in a controlled, fluid motion is
genuinely impressive.
There are five settings on the
new manettino mode selector Wet, Comfort, Sport, Race (a first
for a Ferrari GT car) and traction
control off - with the variety of
selections on offer giving the
Roma a real breadth of ability.
There’s also the bumpy road
button - now integrated into the
manettino and activated by
pressing the entire button which adds a suppleness that
will no doubt prove immensely
useful in the UK.
The steering is classically
Ferrari-quick off-centre, so
while the Roma offers genuine
composure when on the
straight and narrow, its ability to
change direction at a moment’s

notice is nothing short of
amazing. Oh, and then there’s
the performance. The V8 gives
the Roma a brawny, muscular
kind of approach to
acceleration, with a great deal
of push available throughout
the mid-range, though
exploring the upper echelons of
the rev counter is just as
rewarding as riding the wave of
torque available lower down.

end and razor-cut headlights
give the car a real look of
purpose, while the long bonnet
section offers a classic look that
has been used on GT cars time
and time again.
It might not be as flamboyant as
some of Ferrari’s other
supercars, but it’s not meant to
be; this is a car which has been
designed to be whisked across
countries in a discreet fashion.

How does it look?
Ferrari has taken a look through
its back-catalogue of greats for
the Roma’s design inspiration.
In our eyes, it appears like
nothing else that the firm offers
today, with a classically
designed front grille making a
real impression. The sharp front

What’s it like inside?
The Roma has been designed
around a 2+2 layout. And while
there are rear seats there,
they’re really only suited to
children - something Ferrari
now openly admits. However,
they can be folded down to
increase the space you’ll find in
the boot, accessed via a hatchstyle boot opening. It’s a usable
area, with a decent opening
allowing for a few weekend
bags or even more should you
fold down the back seats.
Up front, you’re sat low and ‘in’
the car, with a steering wheel
that offers plenty of adjustment.
The wing mirrors are adjusted
via a new touchscreen panel
down at the side of the wheel,
and while it’s a futuristic touch,
we’d have probably kept this as
an analogue controller for ease
of use.
What’s the spec like?
As mentioned, the Roma has
been fitted with Ferrari’s latest
in-car setup, which sees its
traditional analogue rev counter
ditched in favour of a
widescreen display, and the
central heating and ventilation
controls (among others)
accessed via a tablet-style
screen in the middle of the
cabin. The wheel itself has also

been redesigned and now
incorporates haptic-feedback
controllers for that driver
display, as well as for the audio
controls, indicators, windscreen
wipers and cruise control.
The new infotainment setup is
one of the best we’ve seen from
Ferrari; it’s easy to use and
responsive, while the new
drivers’ display allows you to
keep your eyes on the road.
Our only point of contention with
this new setup is the engine
starter button. It’s now a touchsensitive button at the bottom of
the steering wheel, and while
its operation is easy enough it’s
lost some of the sense of
occasion you used to have with
the big red starter buttons of old.
Maybe it’s the inner eight-yearold in us, but there’s something
exceedingly cool about starting
a car with a loud, red and
purposeful button, and this just
misses out on that.
Verdict
Though the Roma takes the
place at the entry point of the
Ferrari range, this is anything
but an entry-level car. It drives
with such verve and precision
that it outclasses rivals left, right
and centre, while its refinement
and comfort allow it to appeal to
those who want a Ferrari they
can use day-in, day-out.
Combined with head-turning
looks, this is a car which serves
to show just what Ferrari can do
when it is on tip-top form.
Encapsulating some of the
energy and edge from its more
hardcore supercars and
transplanting it into a usable GT
car could have been difficult,
but somehow Ferrari has
achieved it in all-encompassing
fashion.
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Considering a loft conversion?

When planning a loft conversion, it’s best to hire an architect to design and draw up the
plans. (Photo: iStock/PA)

I

t’s safe to say our homes have seen a
lot of action over the past few months.
So much so that some of us may be
thinking about going up in the world with a loft conversion, to create extra
living space without having to move.
Savvy as it may sound, large construction
jobs come at a price and there’s lots to
consider. To help, we turned to trades
site myjobquote.co.uk for insight into

some of the key things to think about if
you’re considering a loft conversion...
Hiring an architect
When planning a loft conversion, it’s best
to hire an architect to design and draw up
the plans. This means the loft conversion
will certainly be safe, and there’s a clear
plan for contractors to follow to save any
confusion, time and money. Architect fees

Loft conversions can add more space and value
but there’s a lot to think about first.

need to be considered and added to any
budget for a loft conversion.

(most of the time to become a flat roof) and
new walls are added too.

Type of loft conversion
There are a number of different kinds of
loft conversion, and it’s always good to
have an idea of what type you can have in
your property and what outcome you want.
This will also give you an idea of what
budget you’ll need too.
Roof light loft conversion: This is the
most affordable option, as no construction
is carried out on the roof, but windows are
added to let in light. They don’t provide as
much space as other conversions because
the roof is left where it is, so if you want
more space, other loft conversions may be
ideal.
Dormer loft conversion: A dormer
conversion increases the amount of head
space in your loft, so you’ll have more
space to play around with than a roof light
conversion. Extra space is added by
extending from the roof, and a dormer
window is then added.
Hip-to-gable loft conversion: A hip-togable loft conversion changes the shape of
a property’s roof entirely. This will give a lot
of extra room to a home, but usually can
only be built on semi-detached and
detached houses as a sloping roof is
changed to a vertical roof.
Mansard loft conversion: This type of
loft conversion will give a property the most
space, as the roof is completely altered

Budget
Having a clear budget to stick to helps you
decide what loft conversion you can afford,
and what finishes and furnishing you can
afford too. There are a lot of options out
there to choose from, from door handles to
windows, and having a budget can help
you make decisions and ensure you’re not
left out of pocket.
Staircase
Think about where you can put a staircase
and how much space is available for it.
This is an important part of the build as you
need the loft conversion to link with the rest
of the house, so the property’s layout flows
naturally and the conversion doesn’t
create a disjointed space. There’s a range
of staircases available, even for the
smallest spaces, but having a plan is a
must.
Head space needed
The space between the ceiling and floor in
your loft will give you an idea on whether
your loft can be converted comfortably.
The minimum height for a loft conversion
is about 2.2 metres, so if your loft is smaller
than this, you may not be able to convert it,
or you may need extra construction work to
create enough head space.
PA/TPN

Gardening

Small garden water features

D

on’t worry, you can still enjoy
a tranquil rippling pool or
fountain to provide an eyecatching highlight, a
magnet for wildlife, and give a home
to aquatic plants which will add
colour and form to the scene.
Keep it still
The easiest container pool is one
where the water remains still - which
you can make any size for any space,
and won’t need any excavation work.
As long as your container is sealed,
with the drain holes plugged with
rubber stoppers and pond sealant
and a plastic liner, you should be
good to go.
Many containers can be used for the
feature, from a basic half barrel, which
can be converted into a miniature
pond, to old basins, galvanised
containers and more modern
reflective steel bowls. Even ceramic
pots filled will water lilies will create an
oriental-style feature.
Ideally, the size should be no less than
45cm (18in) across and it should hold
at least 23 litres (five gallons) of water.
Fountains and waterfalls
If you want a fountain, it could be
placed in a pot above ground, or you
could submerge it in an underground
container. The main thing with
fountains is to keep them in scale
with the container. You’ll need a
submersible pump, which will need
to be placed inside the pot or other
reservoir for the fountain once it is in
place, then fill the pot with water, test
the pump and adjust the flow.
Just remember if you are creating a
fountain from scratch, even just a
small one where water bubbles
gently over the edge of a pot, make
sure the container is frost-proof and
waterproof. If you’re using a ceramic
or wooden container, it’s best to use a
butyl liner to seal it.
Top up the containers and reservoirs
if the water becomes low.
Ready-made waterfall kits are widely

available, some which have LED
lighting, which are self-contained,
don’t need to be connected to a water
source and come with a reservoir
which you just fill up. You’ll need an
outdoor electrical supply for the
pump to circulate water, which is then
fed back into the reservoir and
circulated again from there.
What about planting?
“You can still have the assortment of
plants you would find in a pond with a
reduced-sized water feature - you just
need to think ‘small’,” says Stephen
Buss, marketing manager of water
garden specialist Oase UK.
“Make sure you have a good mix of
oxygenators - underwater plants and ornamental plants that cover the
surface of the water with their floating
leaves and root at the bottom of the
water.”
Most ornamentals are grown in
aquatic planting baskets lined with
hessian and filled with a heavy loam
soil, then covered with grit to stop the
soil from muddying the water, he
observes.
Keep algae at bay
Oxygenator plants are essential in
keeping algae at bay and are the
most beneficial plants in any water
feature eco-system, says Buss.
Use colour
Water forget-me-not (Myosotis
scorpioides) is low growing and
produces masses of small sky-blue
flowers with yellow centres from May
to September. When the flowers
fade, cut them back to encourage
more, but in the autumn, let the tips
grow, as these become plants the
following year, he adds. Other
colourful types include the water
violet, with white-mauve flowers that
appear in May-June.
Don’t forget water lilies
The show-stoppers of the pond world
need daily sunlight, which is worth

Water
fountain
from Oase.
(Photo:
Oase/PA)

remembering when positioning your
water feature, and they don’t like
being splashed, so are best suited to
still water.
There are a number of dwarf and
miniature varieties that like the
shallower environment of a compact
water habitat. Try Nymphaea ‘Perry’s
Baby Red’ with its dark green and
maroon leaves and deep crimson
flowers from May to September that
attract bees, butterflies and
hoverflies, Buss suggests.
Whatever plants you end up
choosing, some may prefer different
depths of water to grow in. A simple
way to raise them to the right level is
to create submerged pedestals, by
using bricks, stones or upturned
flower pots - anything that doesn’t
float.
Location is key
Ideally, put your water feature where
you’ll get both sun and shade during
the day (although water lilies flower
better if they get three to five hours of
PA/TPN
direct sunlight daily).
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Fancy a water feature in your garden
but don’t have much space?
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Pet safety at barbecues

Have you seen?

At this time of the year there’s nothing better than having a barbeque with friends and family. But
all those tempting treats and glowing grills can be a danger for our much-loved pets.

Barbeque
scraps can
upset your
pet’s
stomach and
undercooked
or fatty
foods can
make them
very poorly

F

rom heatstroke and
burns to bin raids
and broken glass.
There are a lot of
potential dangers for pet
owners to bear in mind.
Every summer, vets see
lots of pets who’ve got into
a spot of bother at the
family barbeque.
Follow these simple tips
from the PDSA to make
sure your barbeque is fun
for everyone – including our
four-legged friends!
Skip the scraps
Is your dog a master of
puppy dog eyes? Don’t give
in! Barbeque scraps can
upset your pet’s stomach
and undercooked or fatty
foods can make them very
poorly. Try giving them a
healthy chew to chomp on
or a fun toy to play with
instead. It will keep them
occupied while you enjoy
your food in peace.
Don’t forget that bones can
be really harmful for your
dog, especially when
cooked. We’d never

recommend giving them
bones from the barbeque.
It’s best to give them a dogsafe toy to chew on instead!
Bin it
If you don’t keep a close
eye on them, pets can
easily get hold of
something they shouldn’t.
A big problem at
barbeques is pets eating
things like kebab skewers
or the core from a corn on
the cob. These can cause
serious internal blockages
and injuries. Make sure
any leftovers and rubbish
are thrown away in a lidded
bin that your pet can’t raid.
All those food smells will
be super tempting for cats
and dogs so your bin needs
to be super secure.
Out of reach
If you’re using lighter fluid or
firelighters to light your
barbeque, make sure you
store them well out of reach
of pets. It can be really
dangerous for curious paws.
Think about other potential

poisons too – keep alcoholic
drinks out of temptation’s
way for thirsty pets.
Flamin’ hot
Keep pets a safe distance
away from the barbeque. A
stolen sausage directly
from the barbecue is way
too hot to handle! Hot food,
hot coals and ashes can
cause serious burns.
Always make sure the
barbeque is cooled down
quickly once you’ve
finished cooking and never
leave pets on their own
around it while it’s still hot.
Keep them cool
Our furry friends can quickly
overheat in the sun. Make
sure they have access to
plenty of water and can
head into the shade or
indoors whenever they
need to. If you hear there is
a heatwave coming, book
your dog in for their regular
grooming session. Keeping
them neat tidy and clipped
will help to keep him
comfortable too.

Slap on the sun cream
Sun safety is just as
important for our pets as it is
for us. If you’re feeling the
need to slather on the sun
cream, it’s likely your pet will
need some too especially if
they have thin fur, white fur,
or pink skin exposed such
as the tips of the ears or on
the end of the nose. Make
sure you use a pet-safe sun
creams – your vet will be
able to recommend one for
you if you’re not sure what to
look for.
De-stress
Having a house full of
strangers might be a bit
stressful for your pet, so try
and give them plenty of
opportunity to relax in
peace.
Set up a calm, quiet room in
your house where pets can
retreat to if they feel
stressed out.
Your dog might love all the
extra attention or they might
find it a bit overwhelming.
Dogs are usually eager to
please and might not want
to take a rest even if they’re
getting worked up or too
hot. Look for warning signs
that they’re getting over
excited or finding the
situation stressful and give
them some time out.
Pets who live in the garden,
like some rabbits and
guinea pigs, might be
frightened by the noise of a
big group of people. Try and
keep guests away from their
run or move their enclosure
into a quieter part of the
garden, if possible.
PDSA/TPN

Red-billed Chough (Pyrrhocorax pyrrhocorax)
The large, heavy-billed Raven is
the only wholly black crow seen
throughout Portugal. The Carrion
Crow is common in central and
northern areas, only rarely
venturing south to the Algarve.
Here the ‘specialist’ member of
the family is the Red-billed
Chough, although it has a very
restricted distribution in the
extreme south-west, near Cape St.
Vincent. There are other localised
populations in west central and
north-east Portugal and the
species is more widespread in the
sierras of Spain.
The Portuguese population as a
whole has declined alarmingly
from around 750 pairs in the
1980’s to less than 200 today,
with some of the smaller
communities in the north
becoming extinct. This is
probably a direct consequence of
agricultural changes, such as
intensification, the use of
pesticides and the replacement of
‘traditional’ crops. The 30 or so
pairs in the Algarve are therefore
seriously endangered. They are
most easily seen from the road
heading north from the Cape
towards Vila do Bispo, which
seems to be the easterly extent of
their foraging range as I have not
seen any at Budens.
Even if not immediately visible,
the piercing, vibrant call of flying
birds should soon betray their
presence. It is hard to describe in
words, but the ‘pyrrh’ stem of the
scientific name is a passable
rendering. In flight, the wings are
more rounded than those of the
Jackdaw (comparable in size) and
‘fingered’ like a large bird of prey.
Choughs are sedentary and highly
sociable, usually feeding in flocks
on pasture or arable land where the
curved, red bill (matching the
bright red legs) probes for insects
in the soil and other invertebrates,
including
ants.
Coastal
populations make untidy nests in
crevices in cliffs which are often

reoccupied, year on year. As in
some other crow species, young
‘helpers’ sometimes assist in the
rearing of the chicks.
The Red-billed’s only close
relative is the Alpine or Yellowbilled Chough, a mountain
specialist which occurs no nearer
than northern Spain. Red-billed
Choughs have a wide range
extending eastwards through
southern Europe, Turkey, central
Asia and the Himalayas to
northern China. There is even a
small relict population in Wales
and it formerly bred in Cornwall.
When working in Ethiopia in the
1970s, I was surprised to learn
there was also an isolated race in
the Bale and Simien mountains
there.
Alan Vittery

PETS

FOR

ADOPTION

BLU is a 15-year-old husky mix,
and still very active. He is looking
for a longterm foster or forever
home. To meet him email
cadelacarlota.comp@gmail.com.

TANSY is 7-years-old, midsized and ideal for active
people. To meet her email;
cadelacarlota.comp@gmail.com.

SONIC is an 8-year-old male
that has been living in the
shelter for some years. Looking
for forever home. Call Corinna
on 918 552 788 or send an
email: ccc.carvoeirocatcharity
@gmail.com

Health & Beauty
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Home exercise with a kettlebell
Many of us have been doing more exercise at home, and kettlebells have
become a popular piece of workout equipment, thanks to their versatility.

“

Kettlebell movements
range from basic to
advanced, and can be
adapted depending on
your training goals,” says Emily
Servante, a personal trainer at
Ultimate Performance. “If you
want to increase power, you
might choose exercises such
as kettlebell swings, cleans and
presses. However, these come
with an increased skill
requirement - and therefore a
risk of injury - and aren’t always
suited to a cramped home
environment.”
Because your kettlebell is
unlikely to be of the same or
similar load to what you were
lifting in the gym, opting for
unilateral exercises - which
increase the challenge on
target muscles - is a good idea.
These three exercises will give
you a full-body workout that you
can do with minimal space, to
achieve maximum results.
Kettlebell goblet squat
“This is a compound movement
that makes your workout more
efficient, by targeting multiple
muscle groups,” says Servante.
How to do it: “Start by holding a
kettlebell at chest height, with

your core tight and your chest up.
“Position your heels on two
books that are the same height
and initiate the movement by
breaking at the hips first,
allowing your hips to travel
backwards towards the wall
behind you.
“Next, break at the knee allowing
for the legs to bend. Once in the
bottom position, hold for a
second, then push through your
heels to start the concentric
portion of the exercise.
“Keep the knees pushed out and
prevent them from caving
inwards. At the top of the
movement, stop just before
locking the knees, and do ten
repetitions.”
Kettlebell single-arm floor
press
“Working from the floor means
you’re stable, so you can lift
heavier,” says Servante. “This
move, which targets the chest
and shoulders, also reduces the
risk of injury, as the range at the
shoulder is reduced.”
How to do it: “From a seated
position, take a grip of a single
kettlebell and position it, so it’s
on the top of the wrist, palms
facing away. Start with your arm

locked out.
“Lie back onto the floor and
straighten out your legs, arching
your lower back slightly. Slowly
lower the kettlebell, keeping your
elbows to the side and lower until
your upper arm touches the floor.
“Make sure your chest is up, your
wrists are straight and your
shoulder blades are pressed into
the floor.
“After a brief pause in the bottom
position, press the kettlebell back
to the start position. Hold the
contraction at the top for a
second before repeating the
movement for ten reps.”
Three-point kettlebell row
Servante says: “Strengthening
the muscles of the mid-back,
such as the lower trapezius and
rhomboids, is key for avoiding
desk-related injuries for those
hours working from home.”
How to do it: “Support your nonworking arm on a bench or chair
and create a staggered stance to
provide stability, with your nonworking foot forward.
“Whilst holding a kettlebell,
position your body so that it is
parallel to the ground, whilst
keeping the chest up and spine
neutral.

A man doing a goblet squat with a kettlebell.
(Photo: iStock/PA)

“From the bottom of the rep, row
the arm back as far as you can
until you reach your end range of
motion - this is just before the
shoulder rounds.
“Think about dragging the elbow

back tight to the body rather, than
yanking the weight up. Hold for at
least one second, then return to
the start position under control.
Move through ten rounds in
PA/TPN
total.”
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Mastering the brushed brow
Ever since the great eyebrow revolution of 2015, when Cara Delevingne almost
single-handedly ushered in the era of the bold brow, thin arches have been firmly
out of fashion.

L
Brow lamination is a treatment that straightens the brow
hairs to tame and set them in place for a feathery, natural
style
style:: (Photo PA)

ustrous eyebrows
are still very much
on trend, but now
we’re seeing the
emergence of a variation
on the Cara look that’s
growing - quite literally - in
popularity: brushed-up
brows.
Offering a soft, feathery feel
- as opposed to a thick,
defined shape - fans say it
gives the appearance of
fuller brows, without being
too dense or severe.
It’s easy to create the look at
home, or a treatment called
brow lamination offers a
longer-term solution.

Here, beauty experts
explain everything you
need to know about
mastering the brushed-up
brows trend...
Where did the
brushed-up brows
trend come from?
“Brushed-up brows have
been on the trend circuit for
quite a few years now,”
says Marc Reagan, makeup artist and global director
at Hourglass Cosmetics.
“As people embrace the
power of a naturally full and
fluffy brow, there are more
and more products in the
beauty industry available to
help everyone achieve the
brow that works best for
them.”
Who does it suit?
“This is quite a universal
look and suits all eye and
face shapes,” says
Sherrille Riley, founder of
Nails & Brows, but she
warns that it’s more
achievable on brows that
are already quite thick.
“More mature women and those who have
thinner and sparser hairs will need to use make-up to
enhance their brows.”
Reagen says: “Brushed-up
brows are my personal
favourite look for everyone they add structure and
strength to the face, and
they also add an instant lift
to the eyes.”
He adds that when it
comes to brows, it’s best to
find “a look that works with

what your unique features
already provide,” rather
than being guided by the
latest trends.
“Whatever your personal
preference, make sure that
it makes you feel good
when you look in the
mirror. Focus on giving
yourself the brow that
works for you.”
Are there ways to
make your brows grow
thicker?
“Absolutely,” says Riley. “I
would advise investing in
brow serums or using
castor oil.”
Brow growth serums use
peptides and conditioning
ingredients to strengthen
hairs and prevent them
from breaking.
“Our clients swear by the
result of these products,”
Riley adds. “Applying a
serum daily will help with
re-growth, as well as
condition the hair.”
How can you create
the brushed-up brows
look at home?
Reagen suggests a threestep approach to create the
look at home, starting with
filling in sparse areas with
an eyebrow pencil matched
to your hair colour.
“Apply colour where you
need it first, focusing on
sparse areas of the brow
and adding definition to the
arch and tail.”
“Lift the hairs away from the
skin using the tip of the
wand to build texture, then

comb the hairs at the start
of the brow upwards,
working along the first half
of the brow. Then, brush in
the direction of the arch
and tail for a perfectly
sculpted shape.
“For a finishing touch,
apply shaping gel to
separate, set, and hold
hairs in place.”
Riley recommends using
the soap trick to create the
look: “This is one of the
secrets used by many
make-up artists to achieve
this look behind the scenes
of editorial shoots and
fashion shows.
“I would recommend using
a brow brush, dampening it
in water and gently rubbing
it on a colourless soap.
“Then use this brush to
‘brush up’ the brows to
create the look. The soap
will hold the hair in place.”
What is brow
lamination?
“Many salons offer brow
lamination, which is a
professional service to
achieve a more permanent
effect of the brushed-up
brow look,” says Riley.
“It’s an innovative
technique that straightens
the brow hairs to tame and
set them in place for a
feathery, natural style.”
The results last up to six
weeks and can include a
brow tint as well.
“I would recommend using
a conditioning brow serum,
as lamination can make the
hairs a little dry.” PA/TPN
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Identify that rash

E

ither way, finding a
mysterious red,
itchy or scaly patch
on your body can
be alarming, as it’s often
unclear if it can be relieved
with an over-the-counter
salve or if it needs more
serious medical attention.
A rash is defined as an
area of irritated or swollen
skin that can cause
changes in texture or
colour and inflammation.
Many rashes are itchy, red,
painful, and irritated, and
they can be a result of an
infection, a chronic skin
condition or an allergic
reaction.
If you find an unexplained
red patch on your body, it’s
important to speak to a
doctor, as they will be able
to diagnose what kind of
rash you have and decide
how urgently you need
treatment.
We spoke to Dr Naveen
Puri, lead physician at
Bupa Health Clinics to
identify some of the most
common skin rashes and
what causes them.

Chickenpox
Chickenpox is a highly
contagious infection that
causes an itchy, spotty
rash.
“The spots are called
‘vesicles’, which often look
like individual bubbles
filled with pus, that will
quickly burst and then
scab over,” explains Puri.
“We usually get
chickenpox as a child, but
adults can get it too, and
the red pocks often go
away after a week or two.”
An important rule of thumb
is to seek help if a rash

came with other
symptoms, and Puri adds
that telltale chickenpox
marks are often
accompanied by high
temperature, aches, pains
and loss of appetite.
“Cooling gels and taking
paracetamol can help with
itching, but you should
seek help from your GP if
the chickenpox gets
worse, or if the skin around
the blisters is hot or
painful.”
Shingles
Shingles is a viral infection
which causes a painful
rash near one or more
nerves.
“This makes the skin very
sensitive,” notes Puri. “It
will usually start as a
reddened or purple patch
and quickly develop into
clusters of fluid-filled sacs.”
Puri explains that they look
similar to chickenpox and
are caused by the same
virus, but appear in clusters
rather than as separate
spots.
“Some people describe it
as looking like small
‘bubble wrap’,” he adds.
“After the vesicles burst,
they will crust over into
blisters that weep fluid
before scabbing over.”
Shingles usually affects the
skin but can also affect the
eyes. “You should contact
your GP if you suspect you
might have shingles as
they can give you
medication to help with
recovery,” says Puri.
In some cases, it is
important that you see a GP
as soon as possible,
especially if: the rash is
widespread and painful;
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There are many different kinds of rashes out there; some can be mild and
harmless, while others could be potentially life-threatening.

you have pain and a rash
develops near your eye;
you’re over 60 or someone
in your family has a
weakened immune
system.
Hives
“Hives usually appear as a
reddened, itchy, raised
rash in small patches,”
says Puri, who notes that
it’s often caused by a
reaction to certain foods,
pollen, animal fur or hair,
or insect bites.
Hives usually settle quite
quickly and antihistamines
can be taken to help bring
them down too.
Puri says that hives will
often resolve themselves
without medical
intervention, but you
should speak to your doctor
if they haven’t settled within
two days, if the rash
appears to be spreading,
the hives keep coming
back, you have a high
temperature, you feel
unwell or have swelling
under the skin.
Psoriasis
Psoriasis is a condition
which causes red, itchy,
flaky, scaly patches that are
commonly found on knees,
elbows and the scalp. It
can also sometimes cause
small pin-point dips called
‘pitting’ in your nails,
“Psoriasis is a long-term
condition and tends to
come and go in cycles,”
advises Puri. For instance,
you might get a flare-up
that can last a few weeks
when things are stressful,
or you might go for months
without any symptoms.
Your GP can help you to
manage the condition, and
they can also recommend
over-the-counter creams
and ointments to help ease
the discomfort. If your
psoriasis is severe though,
Puri says your doctor may
refer you to a dermatologist
for additional care.
Eczema
Eczema is a common term
for a group of conditions
that make your skin

inflamed or irritated.
“Atopic dermatitis is the
most common form of
eczema, and it causes the
skin to become itchy, dry,
and cracked in severe
cases,” says Puri.
“It can affect people in
different places, such as
the hands or behind the
knees or in patches
across larger areas of the
body.”
There’s currently no cure
and severe eczema can
have a significant impact
on daily life. Soap
substitutes, creams and
steroid preparations can
help to relieve the painful
symptoms, as well as selfcare techniques, such as
reducing scratching and
avoiding triggers.
Rosacea
Rosacea is one of the
easiest rashes to spot. It’s
characterised by a redness
that appears as if you are
blushing, with blood
vessels showing on your
face - most typically around
the inner cheeks by the
nose, across the nose, and
forehead.
“It can also produce small,
red, pus-filled bumps,”
says Puri. “This can often
be mistaken for acne, as
symptoms may flare up for
a couple of weeks and then
disappear.
“It can be triggered from
alcohol, spicy food,
caffeine, cheese, stress,
and even exercises such
as running.”
Puri recommends
keeping a skin diary so you
can identify any potential
triggers, and to speak to
your GP, who will be able
to prescribe treatments
such as creams and gels
for your skin, or antibiotics.
And remember: Although
most rashes are not lifethreatening, some rashes
can signal something
more serious. It’s
important to seek medical
attention if your rash is
spreading quickly, has
other symptoms, begins to
blister or is painful to
PA/TPN
touch.

A rash is defined as an area of irritated or swollen skin
that can cause changes in texture or colour and
inflammation. (Photo: iStock/PA)
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Property of the Week

Fabulous apartment in Vilamoura
This week, Property of the week features a 2 bedroom
apartment located in the Old Village of Vilamoura.
The apartment is overlooking the beautifully
maintained garden of the resort. Old Village is
renouned for its unique architectural design and
matured garden.
The apartment is on two floors with a balcony
and a roof terrace. It has a dining area / lounge and
had recently been renovated. The apartment has
full air conditioning and benefits from 2 shower
rooms with toilets not just the standard 1. Well
equipped kitchen with new appliances, a roof
terrace overlooking treetops to the golf course. Two
good size bedrooms with twin beds and wardrobes.
The present owners equipped the property with
comfort and safety in mind. The apartment is for
sale with most of the furniture and fittings.
The roof terrace is a bonus to the property. It
has a wet kitchen with fridge and room for BBQ.
Walking distance to supermarket, numerous
cafes, restaurants and the famous Vilamoura
Marina and beach.

Vilamoura is popular with tourists! It is the
biggest private tourism resort in Europe and is one
of the most prestigious in Portugal. Vilamoura has
something for everyone to enjoy. Vilamoura
Marina is the main centre of activities with a huge
range of restaurants, bars and shops (including
many designer shops). It gets more lively at night.
Golfing in Vilamoura is world famous and if you
like golf, you will be pleased to know that there
are several championship golf courses. Vilamoura
has two beautiful beaches, Praia da Marina and
Praia da Falésia.
Good opportunity as a holiday home or
investment.
For more information about this fabulous
apartment (Ref: FS550) priced at €265,000,
please contact Five Star Vilamoura on Tel :
289302762, Mob : 969190361 / 965392755,
Email : info@fivestar-vilamoura.com or visit:
www.fivestar-vilamoura.com.
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Prestige Property

Prestige Property

Must See:
New Beach
Villa next to
Pine Cliffs
Open House Tuesday 25th
August 10am-5pm.
Stunning newly built 4+1
detached villa within 500m
to Falesia beach, and next
to Pine Cliffs Resort.
The villa has been built to
the highest of
specifications, featuring a
double height living area,
with free-flowing open
plan kitchen/dining area.
All principle bedrooms
have en-suite bathrooms
with walk-in wardrobes
and balconies. On the
lower ground floor is a
large garage area and
ample space to create
home cinema/games

Property Highlight

room and gym.
Landscaped garden with
swimming pool and large
terrace.
Price: On Application.
Ref: AC4136
If you would like further
information about this

stunning property or
would like to book a
viewing please visit
www.mackenzie
portugal.com or send an
email to
info@mackenzierealestate.com
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SATURDAY 22/08/20

SUNDAY 23/08/20

MONDAY 24/08/20

TUESDAY 25/08/20

BBC One

BBC One

BBC One

BBC One

06.00
10.00
11.30
12.00
13.00
13.15
14.00
16.30
18.00
18.20
19.05

06.00
09.00
10.00
11.00
11.45
12.15
13.00
13.15
13.50
14.50
15.50
16.35
17.35
18.35
19.00
20.00
21.00
22.00
22.30

06.00
09.00
10.00
10.45
11.45
12.15
13.00
13.45
14.15
15.00
15.45
16.30
17.15
18.00
19.00
19.30
20.00
20.30
21.00
22.00
22.45

19.45
20.35
22.00
22.20
23.20
01.30
01.35

Breakfast.
Saturday Kitchen.
The Great Food Guys.
Homes Under the Hammer.
BBC News; Weather.
Bargain Hunt.
Live Challenge Cup Rugby League.
FILM: Wreck-It Ralph (2012).
BBC News.
Pointless Celebrities.
Total Wipeout: Freddie & Paddy
Takeover.
Casualty.
FILM: Gravity (2013).
BBC News; Weather.
Jason Manford’s Muddle Class.
FILM: Avengers: Age of Ultron
(2015).
Weather for the Week Ahead.
BBC News.

BBC Two England
06.45
07.15
07.30
08.00
08.30
09.00
10.00
11.00
12.00
12.30
13.30
14.15
15.00
15.30
16.30
19.00
20.00
21.00
22.45
23.45

Marrying Mum and Dad.
Wild & Weird.
All Over the Place: UK.
The Dengineers.
Deadly 60.
Rise of the Continents.
Tiger Island: Natural World.
This Farming Life.
Nigellissima.
Hairy Bikers’ Best of British.
Wanted Down Under.
My Life on a Plate.
Holiday of My Lifetime with Len
Goodman.
Great Continental Railway Journeys.
Live Challenge Cup Rugby League.
Cricket: Today at the Test.
Sean Connery: In His Own Words.
FILM: Entrapment (1999).
TOTP2: Summertime Special.
Golf: Women’s Open Highlights.

Breakfast.
BBC News.
Sunday Morning Live.
Wanted Down Under.
Homes Under the Hammer.
Bargain Hunt.
BBC News; Weather.
Songs of Praise.
Escape to the Country.
Money for Nothing.
Animal Park.
Garden Rescue.
Attenborough and the Sea Dragon.
BBC News.
Countryfile.
Antiques Roadshow.
A Suitable Boy.
BBC News.
FILM: The Notebook (2004).

BBC Two England
06.35
07.20
08.15
09.15
09.45
11.15
12.15
13.00
13.45
14.45
15.15
17.00
18.00
19.00
20.00
20.30
21.00
22.00
22.30
23.55

The A to Z of TV Cooking.
Countryfile.
Gardeners’ World.
Beechgrove.
Saturday Kitchen Best Bites.
A Cook Abroad: John Torode’s
Argentina.
My Life on a Plate.
Holiday of My Lifetime with Len
Goodman.
Stories of Us.
A to Z of TV Gardening.
FILM: Le Mans (1971).
Murray Walker: A Life in the Fast Lane.
Best of Top Gear.
Cricket: Today at the Test.
Mortimer & Whitehouse: Gone Fishing.
Harry Hill’s World of TV.
Dragons’ Den.
Live at the Apollo.
Heroes.
Golf: Women’s Open Highlights.

ITV London

ITV London

06.00
09.25
11.35
12.40
13.10
13.25
16.30
17.00
18.00
18.25
19.25
21.10
23.45
00.05
01.00
03.00

06.00
07.30
07.50
08.00
08.15
08.30
09.25
09.50
10.20
10.50
12.40
12.50
13.55
16.30
17.00
18.00
20.00
22.00
22.15
23.10
00.05

CITV.
James Martin’s Saturday Morning.
James Martin’s Islands to Highlands.
Countrywise: Guide to Britain.
ITV News and Weather.
ITV Racing Live: York Ebor Festival.
Tipping Point: Best Ever Finals.
The Masked Singer US.
ITV News and Weather.
Rolling in It.
The Voice Kids.
FILM: Licence to Kill (1989).
ITV News and Weather.
Virgin Media’s V Festival 2020.
Ideal World.
Small Fortune.

Channel 4
06.05
07.00
08.15
10.05
11.35
12.35
15.10
16.10
17.30
18.30
19.00
21.00
23.15
01.35
02.25
02.50
03.15
04.05
04.55
05.50

Everybody Loves Raymond.
Frasier.
The Big Bang Theory.
The Simpsons.
Puppy School.
Four in a Bed.
The Supervet.
The Great Celebrity Bake Off for Stand
Up to Cancer.
Kirstie and Phil’s Love It or List It.
Channel 4 News.
FILM: Knight and Day (2010).
FILM: Taken 3 (2014).
FILM: Maze Runner: The Scorch
Trials (2015).
Ramsay’s Kitchen Nightmares USA.
The Simpsons.
The Simpsons.
This Is Us.
Work on the Wild Side.
Fifteen to One.
Kirstie’s Vintage Gems.

CITV.
Scrambled!: Mighty Mike.
Mr Bean: The Animated Series.
Secrets of the Forbidden Spinjitzu.
Scrambled!: Ben 10.
Martin & Roman’s Sunday Best!
James Martin’s American Adventure.
Inside Britain’s Food Factories.
Wonders of the Coast Path.
The Voice Kids.
ITV News and Weather.
Rolling in It.
FILM: A View to a Kill (1985).
ITV News and Weather.
The Chase Celebrity Special.
FILM: Mamma Mia! (2008).
Midsomer Murders.
ITV News and Weather.
Virgin Media’s V Festival 2020.
When English Football Ruled Europe.
Coronation Street: High Days and
Holidays.

Channel 4
06.05
07.20
08.10
09.30
12.30
13.30
14.30
15.15
16.20
18.30
19.00
20.00
21.00
22.00
00.30

Everybody Loves Raymond.
Frasier.
The Big Bang Theory.
Sunday Brunch.
The Simpsons.
Four in a Bed.
A Place in the Sun.
Coast vs Country.
FILM: Mother’s Day (2016).
Channel 4 News.
Escape to the Chateau.
Great Canal Journeys.
George Clarke’s National Trust
Unlocked.
FILM: The Book Thief (2013).
FILM: The Square (2017).

BBC Four

BBC Four

19.00
20.00
21.00
22.00
01.00
02.35

19.00
19.25

This Farming Life.
Pole to Pole.
The Bridge.
The Bridge.
FILM: Avicii: True Stories (2017).
This Farming Life.

22.00
22.55
23.55

Coast.
BBC Proms Classics: The Simon Bolivar
National Youth Orchestra of Venezuela.
Omnibus.
Dolce Vita Africana: Storyville.
On Camera: Photographers at the BBC.

Breakfast.
BBC News.
Animal Park.
Homes Under the Hammer.
Island Medics.
Bargain Hunt.
BBC News at One; Weather.
The Heights.
Celebrity Eggheads.
Escape to the Country.
Call That Hard Work?
Antiques Road Trip.
Pointless.
BBC News at Six; Weather.
The One Show.
Hostage in Iran - Panorama.
EastEnders: Secrets from the Square.
Ghosts.
A Suitable Boy.
BBC News at Ten.
Famalam.

BBC Two England
06.05
06.50
07.50
08.15
09.15
10.00
13.00
13.45
14.15
15.05
15.15
16.15
17.15
18.00
18.30
19.00
20.00
20.30
21.00
22.00
22.35
22.45

Call That Hard Work?
Stories of Us.
Meerkat Manor.
Great Asian Railway Journeys.
Wanted Down Under.
BBC News.
The Boss.
Curious Creatures.
A Place to Call Home.
A to Z of TV Gardening.
Incredible Medicine.
Athletics: Diamond League Highlights.
Flog It!
Richard Osman’s House of Games.
Diarmuid Gavin: Gardening Together.
Cricket: Today at the Test.
Tom Kerridge: Lose Weight for Good.
University Challenge.
The Unbelievable Story of Carl Beech.
Mock the Week.
Rick Stein’s Long Weekends.
Newsnight.

ITV London
06.00
09.00
10.00
12.30
13.30
14.00
15.00
16.00
17.00
18.00
19.00
19.30
20.00
22.00
22.45
23.10

Good Morning Britain.
Lorraine.
This Morning.
Loose Women.
ITV Lunchtime News; Weather.
Dickinson’s Real Deal.
Tenable.
Tipping Point.
The Chase.
ITV News London; Weather.
Emmerdale.
Coronation Street.
A Touch of Frost.
ITV News at Ten; Weather.
Heathrow: Britain’s Busiest Airport.
When English Football Ruled Europe.

Channel 4
06.30
07.15
08.15
09.15
10.15
11.10
12.10
13.05
14.10
15.00
16.00
17.00
17.30
18.00
19.00
19.55
20.00
20.30
21.00
22.00
23.05

Mike & Molly.
Cheers.
Everybody Loves Raymond.
Frasier.
The Big Bang Theory.
Undercover Boss USA.
Ramsay’s Kitchen Nightmares USA.
River Cottage Veg.
Countdown.
Find It, Fix It, Flog It.
A Place in the Sun.
Four in a Bed.
Come Dine with Me.
The Simpsons.
Channel 4 News.
The Political Slot.
Supershoppers.
Jamie: Keep Cooking Family Favourites.
The Yorkshire Jobcentre.
Swingers.
Criminal Kids: Crime & Punishment.

BBC Four
19.00
19.30
20.00
21.00
22.00

Handmade in Africa.
The Joy of Painting.
Africa with Ade Adepitan.
African Renaissance: Art Meets Power.
Africa’s Great Civilisations.

06.00
09.00
10.00
10.45
11.45
12.15
13.00
13.45
14.15
15.00
15.45
16.30
17.15
18.00
19.00
19.30
20.00
21.00
22.00
22.45
23.20
23.50

Breakfast.
BBC News.
Animal Park.
Homes Under the Hammer.
Island Medics.
Bargain Hunt.
BBC News at One; Weather.
The Heights.
Celebrity Eggheads.
Escape to the Country.
Call That Hard Work?
Antiques Road Trip.
Pointless.
BBC News at Six; Weather.
The One Show.
EastEnders: Secrets from the Square.
The Truth About Cosmetic
Treatments.
Who Do You Think You Are?
BBC News at Ten.
How’s Your Head, Hun?
Hayley Goes.
Total Wipeout.

BBC Two England
06.45
07.30
08.15
09.15
10.00
13.00
13.45
14.15
15.10
15.15
16.15
17.15
18.00
18.30
19.00
20.00
21.00
22.00
22.45
23.30
23.55

Call That Hard Work?
Animal Park.
Sign Zone: Gardeners’ World.
Wanted Down Under.
BBC News.
The Boss.
Curious Creatures.
A Place to Call Home.
A to Z of TV Gardening.
Life in the Air.
World’s Weirdest Events.
Flog It!
Richard Osman’s House of Games.
Diarmuid Gavin: Gardening Together.
Cricket: Today at the Test.
This Farming Life.
Billion Pound Property Boom.
Live at the Apollo.
Newsnight.
Our World: Colombia: Saving Eden.
The Unbelievable Story of Carl Beech.

ITV London
06.00
09.00
10.00
12.30
13.30
14.00
15.00
16.00
17.00
18.00
19.00
20.00
22.05
22.50
23.50

Good Morning Britain.
Lorraine.
This Morning.
Loose Women.
ITV Lunchtime News; Weather.
Dickinson’s Real Deal.
Tenable.
Tipping Point.
The Chase.
ITV News London; Weather.
Doc Martin.
Inspector Morse.
ITV News; Weather.
Inside the Duchy of Cornwall.
Tenable.

Channel 4
06.30
07.15
08.15
09.15
10.15
11.10
12.10
13.05
14.10
15.00
16.00
17.00
17.30
18.00
19.00
19.55
20.00
21.00
22.00
23.05

Mike & Molly.
Cheers.
Everybody Loves Raymond.
Frasier.
The Big Bang Theory.
Undercover Boss USA.
Ramsay’s Kitchen Nightmares USA.
River Cottage Veg.
Countdown.
Find It, Fix It, Flog It.
A Place in the Sun.
Four in a Bed.
Come Dine with Me.
The Simpsons.
Channel 4 News.
The Political Slot.
Food Unwrapped: Fast Food Special.
How to Avoid a Second Wave.
Shameless.
24 Hours in A&E.

BBC Four
19.00
19.30
20.00
20.45
21.00
22.00

Johnny Kingdom - A Year on Exmoor.
The Joy of Painting.
Billy Connolly: A Scot in the Arctic.
Wild Scotland.
The Yorkshire Ripper Files.
Blackadder Goes Forth.
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WEDNESDAY 26/08/20

THURSDAY 27/08/20

FRIDAY 28/08/20

BBC One

BBC One

BBC One

06.00
09.00
10.00
10.45
11.45
12.15
13.00
13.45
14.15
15.00
15.45
16.30
17.15
18.00
19.00
19.30
20.00
21.00
22.00
22.45

06.00
09.00
10.00
10.45
11.45
12.15
13.00
13.45
14.15
15.00
15.45
16.30
17.15
18.00
19.00
19.30
20.00
21.00
22.00
22.45

06.00
09.00
10.00
10.45
11.45
12.15
13.00
13.45
14.15
15.00
15.45
16.30
17.15
18.00
19.00
19.30
20.00
21.00
21.30
22.00
22.50

Breakfast.
BBC News.
Animal Park.
Homes Under the Hammer.
Island Medics.
Bargain Hunt.
BBC News at One; Weather.
The Heights.
Celebrity Eggheads.
Escape to the Country.
Call That Hard Work?
Antiques Road Trip.
Pointless.
BBC News at Six; Weather.
The One Show.
Pink Dreams - Our Lives.
The Repair Shop.
Reported Missing.
BBC News at Ten.
Fort Salem.

Breakfast.
BBC News.
Animal Park.
Homes Under the Hammer.
Island Medics.
Bargain Hunt.
BBC News at One; Weather.
The Heights.
Celebrity Eggheads.
Escape to the Country.
Call That Hard Work?
Antiques Road Trip.
Pointless.
BBC News at Six; Weather.
The One Show.
Fake Britain.
Celebrity MasterChef.
Death in Paradise.
BBC News at Ten.
Britain After George Floyd.

BBC Two England

BBC Two England

06.45
07.30
08.15
09.15
10.00
13.00
13.45
14.15
15.05
15.15
16.15
17.15
18.00
18.30
19.00
20.00
21.00
22.35

06.45
07.30
08.15
09.15
10.00
13.00
13.45
14.15
15.00
15.15
16.15
17.15
18.00
18.30
19.00
20.00
21.00
21.30
22.00

Call That Hard Work?
Animal Park.
Amazing Hotels: Life Beyond the Lobby.
Wanted Down Under.
BBC News.
The Boss.
Curious Creatures.
A Place to Call Home.
A to Z of TV Gardening.
Life in the Air.
World’s Weirdest Events.
Flog It!
Richard Osman’s House of Games.
Diarmuid Gavin: Gardening Together.
Celebrity Antiques Road Trip.
Great Continental Railway Journeys.
Harlots.
Grand Tours of Scotland.

ITV London
06.00
09.00
10.00
12.30
13.30
14.00
15.00
16.00
17.00
18.00
19.00
19.30
20.00
20.30
21.00

Good Morning Britain.
Lorraine.
This Morning.
Loose Women.
ITV Lunchtime News; Weather.
Dickinson’s Real Deal.
Tenable.
Tipping Point.
The Chase.
ITV News London; Weather.
Emmerdale.
Coronation Street.
Heathrow: Britain’s Busiest Airport.
Coronation Street Icons: Sally Metcalfe.
Agatha Christie’s Poirot.

Call That Hard Work?
Animal Park.
Great Continental Railway Journeys.
Wanted Down Under.
BBC News.
The Boss.
Curious Creatures.
A Place to Call Home.
A to Z of TV Gardening.
Life in the Air.
World’s Weirdest Events.
Flog It!
Richard Osman’s House of Games.
Diarmuid Gavin: Gardening Together.
Celebrity Antiques Road Trip.
Glow Up: Britain’s Next Make-Up Star.
Live at the Apollo: The One About.
Mandy.
Semi-Detached.

ITV London
06.00
09.00
10.00
12.30
13.30
14.00
15.00
16.00
17.00
18.00
19.00
19.30
20.00
22.00

Good Morning Britain.
Lorraine.
This Morning.
Loose Women.
ITV Lunchtime News; Weather.
Dickinson’s Real Deal.
Tenable.
Tipping Point.
The Chase.
ITV News London; Weather.
Emmerdale Family Trees.
Can Robots Save the NHS? Tonight.
Midsomer Murders.
ITV News at Ten; Weather.

Breakfast.
BBC News.
Animal Park.
Homes Under the Hammer.
Island Medics.
Bargain Hunt.
BBC News at One; Weather.
The Heights.
Celebrity Eggheads.
Escape to the Country.
Call That Hard Work?
Antiques Road Trip.
Pointless.
BBC News at Six; Weather.
The One Show.
Wallace & Gromit.
The Royal Edinburgh Military Tattoo ‘18.
Would I Lie to You?
The Young Offenders.
BBC News at Ten.
FILM: The Witches of Eastwick (1987).

BBC Two England
06.45
07.30
08.15
09.15
10.00
13.00
13.45
14.15
15.05
15.15
16.15
17.15
18.00
18.30
19.00
20.00
21.30

Call That Hard Work?
Animal Park.
Sign Zone: Bears About the House.
Wanted Down Under.
BBC News.
The Boss.
Curious Creatures.
A Place to Call Home.
A to Z of TV Gardening.
The Hairy Bikers’ Asian Adventure.
Animal Super Parents.
Flog It!
Richard Osman’s House of Games.
Diarmuid Gavin: Gardening Together.
Celebrity Antiques Road Trip.
BBC Proms 2020.
Gardeners’ World.

ITV London
06.00
09.00
10.00
12.30
13.30
14.00
15.00
16.00
17.00
18.00
19.00
19.30
20.00
22.00
22.45

Good Morning Britain.
Lorraine.
This Morning.
Loose Women.
ITV Lunchtime News; Weather.
Dickinson’s Real Deal.
Tenable.
Tipping Point.
The Chase.
ITV News London; Weather.
Emmerdale.
Coronation Street.
Vera.
ITV News at Ten; Weather.
FILM: Hellboy II: The Golden Army.

Channel 4

Channel 4

Channel 4

06.30
07.15
08.15
09.15
10.15
11.10
12.10
13.05
14.10
15.00
16.00
17.00
17.30
18.00
19.00
19.55
20.00
21.00

06.30
07.15
08.15
09.15
10.15
11.10
12.10
13.05
14.10
15.00
16.00
17.00
17.30
18.00
18.30
19.00
20.00
21.00

06.30
07.15
08.15
09.15
10.15
11.10
12.10
13.05
14.10
15.00
16.00
17.00
17.30
18.00
19.00
20.00
21.00
22.00

Mike & Molly.
Cheers.
Everybody Loves Raymond.
Frasier.
The Big Bang Theory.
Undercover Boss USA.
Ramsay’s Kitchen Nightmares USA.
River Cottage Every Day.
Countdown.
Find It, Fix It, Flog It.
A Place in the Sun.
Four in a Bed.
Come Dine with Me.
The Simpsons.
Channel 4 News.
The Political Slot.
The Secret Life of the Zoo.
Peter: The Human Cyborg.

Mike & Molly.
Cheers.
Everybody Loves Raymond.
Frasier.
The Big Bang Theory.
Undercover Boss USA.
Ramsay’s Kitchen Nightmares USA.
River Cottage Every Day.
Countdown.
Find It, Fix It, Flog It.
A Place in the Sun.
Four in a Bed.
Come Dine with Me.
The Simpsons.
The Simpsons.
Channel 4 News.
Location, Location, Location.
Cops vs Criminals: Crime & Punishment.

Mike & Molly.
Cheers.
Everybody Loves Raymond.
Frasier.
The Big Bang Theory.
Undercover Boss USA.
Ramsay’s Kitchen Nightmares USA.
River Cottage Every Day.
Countdown.
Find It, Fix It, Flog It.
A Place in the Sun.
Four in a Bed.
Come Dine with Me.
The Simpsons.
Channel 4 News.
Lodgers for Codgers.
8 Out of 10 Cats Does Countdown.
FILM: Ghostbusters (2016).

BBC Four

BBC Four

BBC Four

19.00
19.30
20.00
21.00

19.00
19.30
20.00
21.00

19.00
19.30
20.00
21.30

Johnny Kingdom - A Year on Exmoor.
The Joy of Painting.
Monty Don’s Japanese Gardens.
Japan: Earth’s Enchanted Islands.

Johnny Kingdom - A Year on Exmoor.
The Joy of Painting.
Girl Friday.
FILM: Brideshead Revisited (2008).

Johnny Kingdom - A Year on Exmoor.
Sounds of the Sixties.
Big Hits - Top of the Pops 1964 - 1975.
Peter Green: Man of the World.
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Pick of the week

MONDAY 24 AUG
Inspector Morse (ITV, 8pm)
Another
chance to see
The
Remorseful
Day, the final
curtain call for
John Thaw's iconic TV detective. Morse is
ill-prepared for retirement, and after trying
his hand at bird-watching, he realises
Lewis knows more about the feathered
creatures than he does. Then, returning to
work from sick leave, Morse uncovers new
evidence concerning the year-long
investigation into the murder of Yvonne
Harrison. He suspects the deaths of three
men may be linked to the case, but with his
health deteriorating, finds it hard playing
second fiddle to his long-standing sidekick.

TUESDAY 25 AUG
The Truth About Cosmetic
Treatments (BBC1, 8pm)
The days
when cosmetic
treatments
meant invasive
surgeries are
long gone _
now 90 per
cent of so
called 'tweakments' to improve our looks
avoid the knife all together. That may be
one reason why the number of Brits
choosing to have one of these procedures
has doubled over the past decade. But
does it necessarily follow that they are also
now safer? That's what this documentary
tries to find out as it explores what is still a
largely unregulated industry, and looks at
the impact of changing our faces and
bodies on our physical and mental health.

FRIDAY 28 AUG
BBC Proms (BBC2, 8pm)
For the past
few weeks,
Radio 3 and
BBC4 have
been bringing
us classic
concerts, and now live music is once again
returning to the Royal Albert Hall even if,
so far, the audiences can't. Katie Derham
introduces a feast of music including
Beethoven's Third Symphony, Aaron
Copland's Quiet City, and a new work by
young British composer Hannah Kendall,
all performed the BBC Symphony
Orchestra and BBC Singers with conductor
Sakari Oramo. There'll also be a guest
appearance from Stephen Fry as he joins
Katie to celebrate the Proms' return.
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Announcements

Classifieds
Kitchen
Renovation

For Private Sale

Property for Rent
TPN/PA/83314422

SOLAR BASIC: The
Cheapest PV Solar Systems
in Algarve, 2.550E = 2,8
year Payback: info@solarbasic.com

LEAKING ROOFS &
TERRACES Problems
solved 27 years
experience in Algarve.
Call 913 223 402
TPN/TB/32682954

TPN/TO/94446635

RISING DAMP
gone forever. Free
inspection visits.
www.drymatportugal.com
contact@drymatportugal.com

POOL / SNOOKER
table. Includes-delivery
and accessories. €1850
Call: 966 006 666

Auctions
George & Son

Property for Sale

TPN/TB/26387726

We are currently
seeking:
·
·
·
·
·
·

Antiques
Collectables
Jewellery
Architectural Salvage
Tools
Garden Ornaments

For more information
please contact us @
Email: info@ahalgarve.com
Tel.: 289 832 380

POOL TABLE 7ft,
refurbished with
accessories. Can be
delivered. €1200
Tel: 966 006 666

CERTIFIED
PEDICURIST
Dutch, German, English
& little Portuguese
spoken. For appointment:
919 390 871 or email to
yourfeet1@gmail.com
Visit:
feetality.strikingly.com

TPN/PA/55521151

Friendship

Holiday Rentals

Save thousands
of Euros!
Lots of door
designs if needed.

Don´t buy a new kitchen
until you’ve spoken to
us! We can renovate your
old kitchen at a very
reasonable cost. Free,
NO-obligation estimates.
Call Jamie on 968 211 631
or 965 137 517or email
jamiekitchen83@gmail.com

www.ahalgarve.com

Chimney Sweep

TAVIRA AND NEARBY,
meet people socially and
make new friends.
meettavira@mail.com for
details
TPN/TO/76513279

Furniture

FIRES OF PORTUGAL
Wood and Pellet fires
CHIMNEY SWEEPING
From 60€
Sales@firesofportugal.com
289 489 958 / 966 468 190

BEACHLOCATION
APARTMENT
in Quarteira, 2 bedroom
apartment (sleeps 6) only 5
minutes from the beach,
perfect location on the
edge of Quarteira /
Vilamoura near the
beautiful beach, bars,
shops and restaurants in
Quarteira and close to
Vilamoura Marina and
Casino, from only €400 per
week. For more information
and photos, please phone
919873075
TPN/TO/61135393

Jobs Offered
Education

LEARNPORTUGUESE
online. Enjoyable and
effective accredited
courses (all levels)
starting next term.
Informal weekly
conversation classes
starting soon.
Centro de Línguas de
Lagos. Call 282761070.
Email
info@centrodelinguas.com
TPN/TB/46326124

Health & Beauty

SHOULDER
PROBLEM? PAINFREE treatment!
Guaranteed
Improvement or your
money back. Dr. Bock.
966 706 606

ALGARVEROCK
brewery recruiting
1. BREWER - must be
qualified, experienced.
2. SALESPERSON - must
be experienced selling
beer to distributors, bars
and supermarkets.
Portuguese national
fluent in English with
clean driving licence.
Only apply if you have
relevant experience with
CV in English to
vendas@algarverock.com
TPN/TB/23328985

BEFORE

DELIGHTFULTWO
BEDROOM house near
Silves, includes pool,
annex (sleeps 2) and
modern shepherds hut
(with generous income).
Over two acres of
beautiful exotic gardens
with stunning valley
views. €449,000. No
agents please. Contact
colinaalgarve@gmail.com
TPN/PA/34477118

AFTER

Pets

Property Services
& Building

*LANDSCAPE/
GARDEN Designs*
& Renovation Project
Management
earthandclayalgarve.com
Call Mandi : 916977459
hello@earthandclay
algarve.com
TPN/TB/39511726

BUILDING
BUILDING WORKS
All types carried out
to a very high
standard.
30 years experience
Shoreland Properties Lda.
Tel. 913223402 or
282763000
shorelandproperties@
mail.telepac.pt

MAINTENANCEAND
RENOVATIONS
All works in and around
the house. Woods,
Painting, Walls, Plumbing,
Roofing, Insulation, Doors,
Windows, Garden.
Experienced, Reliable, High
Standards and Quality.
Get in touch: 914 254 603
TPN/TO/18384991

Removals &
Storage

Classifieds
Services offered
NICK ‘MAN with Van’
house clearances, furniture
bought and sold 934491320
nicktelling@gmail.com
TPN/TO/56296355

WINDOWCLEANING,
traditional and water fed
pole, established in the
central Algarve since
2003, call Marc
916818852
TPN/TB/42563328

Transport

WE BUY foreign and
damaged cars Destruction
certificates issued Algarve
Autospares 927716188
TPN/TO/66671472

TRANSPORT PORTO,
Lisbon, Algarve and any
where in between, a
fortnightly service one box
to a full load, commercial
goods, removals with
packing service if required.
Forwarding to England and
Europe service from our
depot in the Algarve,
where storage is also
available. Please phone
David 919873075
david@dlsremovals.com

WE BUY cars Algarve
all types of vehicles
considered. We buy PT
GB Dutch German
French. We buy
damaged and non
runners. Call David PT
911136377 UK
+447984932876
TPN/TB/98419894

TPN/TO/28918357

Yoga
Vehicles

MINI MOKE
Special Edition
€18.000
Call: 966 006 666

YOGA - ART MASSAGES Av. Dr.
Eduardo Mansinho 26,
Tavira. +351 966 038 379
Facebook : y.a.m shala
Instagram : @y.a.m.shala
www.yamshala.com

Get 10% DISCOUNT
when you submit the
classified online.
www.theportugalnews.com
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TakeABreak
Last week’s cryptic crossword solutions
Across: 6 Matches; 7 Cheap; 9 Flair; 10 Private; 12 Secretaries;
14 Courtliness; 18 Skipper; 19 After; 21 Entry; 22 Portion.
Down: 1 Vault; 2 Active; 3 Pea; 4 Shiver; 5 Pasties; 8 Orating; 11 Drilled;
13 Looking; 15 Report; 16 Safety; 17 Get on; 20 Pod.
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CODEWORD

CRYPTIC CROSSWORD
DOWN
1. Stamina's needed to get the decimal part
of a logarithm (8)
2. Uproar caused by 150, having a love
affair (7)
4. Rose is making shoots for basketwork (6)
5. Fans follow up a sign of winter (4,2,4)
6. Hurried to get 500 to join the tribe (5)
7. Vocal item from a boy at midnight (4)
10. Give a greeting to surprise the
workers (5,5)
12. Right in the cooking pot there's a
pennant (8)
15. Shingle in 17 (7)
16. Her wit is enough to make one squirm! (6)
18. Open above letter (5)
19. Grammarian's state of mind? (4)

QUICK CROSSWORD
ACROSS
1. Slide (4)
3. Wizards (8)
8. Skilled (4)
9. Likely (8)
11. Irresistible (12)
13. Oppose (6)
14. Unchanging (6)
17. Showed (12)
20. Detached (8)
21. Eager (4)
22. Thwarts (8)
23. Responsibility (4)

DOWN
1. Coastline (8)
2. Malady (7)
4. Pointed missiles (6)
5. Scientific workroom (10)
6. Hut (5)
7. Cast off (4)
10. Bishops (10)
12. Titles (8)
15. To and from (7)
16. Agree (6)
18. Call forth (5)
19. Flaccid (4)

Last week’s quick crossword solution
Across: 6 Stipend; 7 Miser; 9 Carry; 10 Inverse;
12 Reformation; 14 Quicksilver; 18 Simmers;
19 Folly; 21 Still; 22 Burglar.
Down: 1 Steal; 2 Sparse; 3 End; 4 Divert; 5 Tension;
8 Anomaly; 11 Consort; 13 Dubiety; 15 Comely;
16 Enough; 17 Clear; 20 Due.

ACROSS
1. Players during feline absence (4)
3. Solaces company with a thousand
strongholds (8)
8. Early sailor had to climb down when
he landed (4)
9. William is able to have a bushman's
teapot (8)
11. Paraphrased? (2,5,5)
13. Inflammatory action by workers? (6)
14. Like money, it shows a rise (6)
17. From which languages are born? (6,6)
20. Published memo, perhaps, produced
from unstopped pipe (4,4)
21. Coating on a roll? (4)
22. Hated examination indeed! (8)
23. Burn the tea (4)

Can you crack a VINCICODE®
Vincicode is a three digit number (eg.384),
presented in alphabetic figures, like ABC, in which
‘A’ represents the first digit (number 3), ‘B’
represents the second digit (number 8) and ‘C’
represents the third digit (number 4).
Cracking the code is not difficult. Just remember:
Any even number is dividable by one digit
number of 2, or 4, or 6, or 8.
• Any odd number finishes with 1, 3, 5, 7, or 9;
• Any number which is not divisable by any
one digit number, 2,3,4,5,6,7,8 or 9 finishes with
1, 3, 7 or 9;

• Any number divisable by 5finishes with 5.
For example :
Let´s crack ABC code when:
1) A, B and C are numbers between 1 and 9,
included.
2) A+B+C = 10 (the sum of A plus B plus C is 10).
3) C >A >B (Number C is larger than number A
which is larger than B).
(4) ABC ÷ 4 (The three digit code is dividable
by 4).
When the code, ABC is dividable by 4, then C,
the third digit can be 2, 4, 6 or 8.

SUDOKU

Fill in the grid so that every row, every column, and every 3x3 box
contains the digits 1 through 9. Answers next week.

Medium

Hard

Last Week’s Codeword Solution

Last week’s solutions

Vincicode®, is a registered private intellectual property. Any type of reproduction or use, is subject
to written autorisation of the author.

C can´t be 2 or 4, because it does not cover the
conditions (1) and (2).
If C=6, then A+B= 4, and options are: A=4
and B=0 => ABC = 406 and A= 3 and B=1
=>ABC= 316
code ABC=406 doesn´t cover condition (4)
If C=8, then A+B= 2 and the only option is A=2
and B=0 which doesn´t cover condition (1).
then: Vincicode is 316.

Now your turn: Puzzle 547
ABC is the three digit Vincicode number, in
which A, B and C are numbers between 1and 9,
included. Find the code ABC where :

A+B+C = 16
A>B>C
ABC÷ 1
AB >2BC

To confirm your answer to the Vincicode®, or ask for more codes to crack, please send an email
to: vincicode104@gmail.com

Golf
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Golf: The fickle game

N

Golf is truly a fickle game, where one day you’re on top of the world and the next day you’re forgotten
or a bit player in the weekly circus of the tour.

T

hey do say though that form is
temporary, but class is forever.
This really is the position in which
Jordan Spieth finds himself. One
of the classiest players on the tour has
now lost his foothold within the game.
There are few players in golf who the
rest of the field are rooting for because
they feel the game is better when a box
office Spieth is contending.
I’ve been a big fan of his ever since he
burst onto the scene five years ago
winning three major championships
before his 24th birthday. His buddies
Justin Thomas and Rickie Fowler
kiddingly call him the Golden Boy, as he
really is such a likeable personality in a
fairly drab landscape of players on the
US PGA Tour.
When talking about his physique, he
says he has a four pack, the four to show
that he does workout with two missing
to show that he has a beer with his proam buddies. In his heyday the game
appeared easy, he would look at the
hole while putting such was the level of
his confidence. Until the wheels fell off
on the 12th at Augusta people were
correctly thinking does this kid have any
weaknesses.
Now he says of himself, “It really stinks. I
would have liked to play at the level I’ve
been at for 25 years and there have
been people who have done that, but I
guess that’s not my path right now.”
His world ranking is now 60th and he is
looking for a big week at the Northern
Trust this week to make it to the next

stage of the FedEx Cup play offs. Who
would have thought?
Where he was once a big player in the
majors he now feels he needs
competition time to bed in his new
swing changes, saying, “Sometimes
Fridays feel more like trying to win a
major because I’m trying to make the
cut so I can play more!”
One of the reasons why he will never be
caught or seen to be complaining is
because of his little sister’s condition.
She has grown up with significant
disabilities and Jordan has witnessed
how difficult life is day to day for her and
it is often said that he has led a
charmed life compared to his sister
Ellie; she has “kept him grounded and
focused as well as keeping the game of
golf in perspective.”
Before you start feeling too sorry for him
though, he has accumulated over $100
million in career earnings in his 27
years that he’s been on the planet - he
is so likeable that you wouldn’t
begrudge him winning more.
Yet on this side of the pond, we have
had an all-time first on the European
Tour, again showing how fickle the
game is. For the first time in the history
of the European Tour, a player has a
three-week streak of win, miss cut, win.
How does that happen? One can only
imagine that the celebrations after his
first win were a little overdone and it
took him another week to regain his
form. Either way, Sam Horsfield’s win at
Celtic Manor last weekend will go down

Scottish Open and BMW PGA
Championship moved to October
The Aberdeen Standard Investments Scottish Open and BMW PGA
Championship will take place in consecutive weeks at the start of October,
the European Tour has announced.
Both tournaments move
forward one week, with the
Scottish Open taking place
at the Renaissance Club
from 1-4 October.
Meanwhile, the BMW
PGA Championship at
Wentworth Club in Surrey
will start on 8 October.
They will follow the Dubai
Duty Free Irish Open at

Galgorm Castle Golf Club,
to establish the second UK
swing of the year on the
European Tour following
the current six-event run.
The tournaments will be
subject to the European
Tour’s health strategy
based on respective
government guidelines in
Scotland and England.

The BMW PGA Championship at Wentworth Club in
Surrey will start on 8 October.
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NEIL
CONNOLLY

Jordan Spieth, one of the classiest players on the tour has now lost his foothold within
the game

in the history books.
What can the mere mortals learn from
this strange and eclectic history above?

I can only think that if you keep on
plugging away, believing that you can
do it, at some stage it’ll happen.
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Sport

Champions League final in
N
Lisbon
CHRIS WRIGHT

The Eagles swoop
Benfica have wasted no time in strengthening
their squad for next season.

On Sunday the culmination of the final stages of the UEFA Champions League will
take place at the Estádio da Luz, home of Benfica.

Lyon goalkeeper Anthony Lopes in action during the UEFA Champions League quarter
final soccer match Manchester City vs Lyon. (Photo: Lusa/Antonio Cotrim)

T

he quarter-finals
produced twenty
goals with ten of
them coming in
the 8-2 humiliation of
Barcelona by Bayern
Munich.
Favourites Manchester City
came unstuck against Lyon
for whom Portuguese
international keeper
Anthony Lopes was in fine
form. PSG (France)
overcame Italian
underdogs Atalanta 2-1
and RB Leipzig beast
Atlético Madrid by the

same score.
Former Liverpool hero
Philippe Coutinho scored
twice in the last five
minutes as Bayern Munich
thrashed Barcelona to
complete a miserable
night for the five times
winners of Europe’s top
club competition. The
disastrous result sent
shockwaves across Spain
and it was no surprise
when coach Quique
Setién got his marching
orders.
Dutch international and

former Benfica boss
Ronald Koeman is
strongly tipped to be his
replacement whilst
Barcelona talisman
Lionel Messi could be
moving to pastures new.
Manchester City were
undone by two late goals
from former Fulham and
Celtic player Moussa
Dembélé. Lyon, who
eliminated Cristiano
Ronaldo’s Juventus in
the previous round, beat
City 3-1 with Anthony
Lopes drawing

widespread praise from
various media outlets,
including English
broadcasters in particular.
“It is incredible because
we are clearly the surprise
team,” the Portugal
goalkeeper said after the
game. “I think few believed
that this was possible at
this level. We knew we
were going to have
opportunities against City
and we are immensely
proud and very satisfied.
We have the right to
continue to dream, to
believe”.
The semi-finals pitted
France against Germany
with Leipzig playing PSG
and Lyon hoping to
surprise a rampant Bayern
Munich.
The final on Sunday comes
70 years after Benfica won
their first European
silverware when, managed
by former Millwall
defender Ted Smith, they
beat French
side Bordeaux to win
the Latin Cup, the
precursor of the
Champions League.
Portuguese internationals
João Félix and Anthony
Lopes were selected in the
UEFA ‘Team of the
Quarter-finals’. The young
striker João Félix was a
58th minute substitute,
gaining a penalty, for
Atlético Madrid who lost to
Leipzig.

Everton Cebolinha (r) represents Benfica’s most expensive
purchase after joining from Grêmio on a five-yearcontract

Standout signing is
Tottenham Hotspur’s Jan
Vertongen who made 232
appearances for the north
London team over an eight
year spell. The 33 year-old
central defender has also
racked up 118 games for
Belgium and made his
international debut against
Portugal in 2007.
Also joining the Eagles
are SC Freiburg striker
Gian-Luca Waldschmidt
and Grêmio (Brazil) star
Everton Cebolinha.
Benfica had been in
negotiations with the trio
for a number of weeks and
they now headline a list of
signings under Jorge
Jesus that totals six new
faces, following the
capture of Pedrinho,
Gilberto and Helton Leite.
Everton Cebolinha,
alongside the €20 million
already spent on
Corinthians’ Pedrinho,
represents Benfica’s most

expensive purchase after
joining from Grêmio on a
five-year-contract to enrich
Jesus’ Brazilian
contingent. The tricky
winger caught the eye in
2019, when he had
attracted interest from the
likes of Barcelona, Arsenal
and namesake club
Everton. Not only does
Everton boast the tag of
being Jesus’ first priority
signing but he also claims
Benfica’s biggest-ever
agreed release clause, set
at €150 million in a bid to
keep Europe’s elite initially
at bay.
24-year-old Gian-Luca
Waldschmidt’s record last
season was far more
humble with seven goals
and three assists in twentythree Bundesliga games,
but that has not deterred
Benfica from forking out
€15 million on the former
Eintracht Frankfurt
CW
youngster.

Former Formula 1 star
‘Nicha’ Cabral dies
Former Formula 1 driver Mário de Araújo
‘Nicha’ Cabral died during the early hours of 17
August, aged 86, a source close to the family
confirmed to the Lusa news agency.
The former racing
driver and textile
entrepreneur died in
the Hospital de São
José, in Lisbon,
where he had been
being treated for a
long term illness.
Funeral
ceremonies will be
restricted due to the
Covid-19 pandemic.
Mário ‘Nicha’
Cabral was born in
Porto on January 15,
1934 and was the
first Portuguese
driver in Formula 1,
racing between
1959 and 1964.

Mário ‘Nicha’ Cabral was born in
Porto on January 15, 1934 and was
the first Portuguese driver in
Formula 1

